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Abstract

Propagation delays in underwater acoustic (UWA) networks are large when
compared to those in radio-frequency based terrestrial wireless networks due
to the slower speed of sound. Several Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol
designs for UWA networks have attempted to mitigate its ill-effects. However,
studies on the fundamental understanding of large propagation delays have
highlighted the advantages of its exploitation rather than mitigation in the design
of throughput-maximizing MAC strategies. A review of the state-of-the-art in
the development of MAC protocols utilizing the propagation delay information
reveals open problems such as: (a) how to compute throughput-maximizing
transmission schedules for arbitrarily deployed practical UWA networks with
packet traffic demands; (b) how to design transmission strategies that better
exploit large propagation delays than the current state-of-the-art techniques; (c)
how to extend such techniques to much larger multi-hop networks; (d) how to
compute transmission schedules robust to the uncertainties in the propagation
delay information; and (e) whether such techniques are implementable in practice
on underwater acoustic modems, and what are the practical challenges in the
implementation. This thesis contributes toward answering these problems and
facilitates the advancement of such novel techniques one step closer to reality
through experimental demonstration.
This research presents strategies to improve network throughput in arbitrary
iii

networks by better utilization of propagation delay information leading to
a network throughput much closer to the upper bound.

The first strategy

to improve throughput in arbitrary network geometries adopts time-slotted
schedules. Given a suitable network geometry, it has been shown that the
network throughput increases linearly with the number of nodes, provided
optimal transmission schedules utilizing propagation delays are adopted. What,
though, about arbitrary network geometries? The throughput of an arbitrary
network geometry is often more constrained, although it can be increased by
controlling the transmission power which assists in reducing energy consumption
and limits interference. This research investigates achievable throughput in
randomly deployed underwater acoustic networks by controlling the transmission
power. It develops a joint scheduling and power control algorithm for arbitrary
network geometries.

Performance improvement is demonstrated for a large

number of random network geometries.

Some network geometries are also

presented for which optimal throughput is achieved by using transmission
schedules with power control. Although power control limits the interference
and thereby provides more transmission opportunities, the solution is still
time-slotted with fixed packet lengths.
A packet can be divided into several smaller packets of different sizes. The
packet duration provides a degree of freedom that, if utilized, results in strategies
that can be adopted to achieve throughput closer to the established upper bound.
Therefore as a second strategy, this research considers the unslotted transmission
of packets with arbitrary size. Given the propagation delay between nodes in
the network and packet traffic demands, an optimization problem is formulated
iv

for minimizing the fractional idle time in a frame (or period) of the schedule as a
Mixed-Integer Linear Fractional Problem (MILFP). The results are compared to
those from recent works that also exploit large propagation delays using either
time-slotted or unslotted schedules with fixed packet duration. Also presented
are schedules which have been computed for various network geometries with
arbitrary packet traffic demands.
The research is also extended to much larger multi-hop grid networks. A
recent work investigated a regular grid-based network topology with multi-hop
relaying.

A transmission strategy which maximizes the throughput while

exploiting the large propagation delay was presented, and the upper bound on
throughput established. Two practical problems are identified by generalizing
the assumptions. Firstly, when communication nodes are deployed in the ocean,
there will inevitably be slight positional deviations in the actual locations of
the nodes from the perfectly aligned regular grid networks assumed. Secondly,
there exists uncertainty in propagation delays. These uncertainties arise due to
varying ocean currents as well as changes in the ocean’s physical parameters.
Both the irregularity in the grid network due to deployment errors, and the
uncertainties in propagation delays among the nodes, significantly degrade the
network throughput.

This research formulates a robust scheduling problem

as an MILFP and computes throughput-maximizing robust schedules which
are per link fair. It also demonstrates the throughput gain compared to the
state-of-the-art and verifies the robustness of the solution to uncertainties in
propagation delays.
Theoretical research has made advances in the study of the impact of
v

large propagation delays in UWA networks and many complex techniques
have been proposed for interference management in order to maximize the
network throughput. However, a gap exists between the theoretically established
gains and the achievable gains in practice. This research studies the practical
modem constraints and implements such schedules on the underwater acoustic
modem. The inclusion of modem constraints results in the design which can be
realized in practice. The optimal packet and time slot lengths are computed,
resulting in the maximum utilization of time slots while minimizing the guard
times. Through experiments in Singapore waters, the research demonstrates
interference alignment, the crossing of simultaneously transmitted packets in
water, and the time synchronization among the deployed nodes in the network.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The oceans cover 70% of the Earth’s surface and is not easily accessible. There
is a growing need for developing applications that can support oceanic research
and exploration as well as those which can provide the commercial advantage
in submarine operations.

Underwater communications and networking field

is growing rapidly due to the increasing impact it has in such applications.
Environmental monitoring, disaster prevention, offshore exploration, tactical
surveillance, etc. are among some of the applications where underwater networks
can play a major role [4]–[43].

Military applications such as autonomous

sensor networks for anti-submarine warfare are also emerging [39], [44], [45].
The communication among underwater assets is an essential component of
these applications. Radio-frequency waves do not propagate well in water and
suffer from high attenuation [46]. Optical waves do not suffer from such high
attenuation but are affected by scattering. The communication ranges that can
be achieved through underwater optical communication are in the range of few
tens of meters [47], [48]. Acoustic communication is the choice of transmission
technology for most underwater networked systems and provides reasonable
bandwidth along with few kilometers of communication range [49].
1
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The Underwater Acoustic (UWA) channel has unique characteristics like
severe transmission loss, time-varying multipath propagation, doppler-spread,
limited bandwidth and slow propagation speed of sound resulting in high and
variable propagation delay [50], [51]. In most terrestrial wireless systems using
radio-frequency waves, the propagation delay is small compared to the packet
size and allows to effectively deal with the ill-effects of propagation delays. The
propagation speed of acoustic waves underwater is about 1500 m/s, which is
several orders of magnitude slower than the speed of radio-frequency waves,
i.e., 3 × 108 m/s.

Therefore, the propagation delays are non-negligible in

UWA networks, unlike terrestrial wireless networks. Due to the presence of
non-negligible propagation delays, Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols
designed for terrestrial wireless networks cannot be directly adopted for UWA
networks [32],[52]. Efficient protocol design for UWA networks in the presence of
such unique challenges is required across different layers of networking protocol
stack.
At the MAC layer, efficient scheduling and resource allocation are essential
components for enabling throughput-maximization in wireless networks adopting
contention-free protocols. The class of contention-free protocols includes Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA)
and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). These protocols divide the
available channel capacity in the acoustic channel into a set of logical channels
for the purpose of multiple-access. Among these protocols, FDMA is considered
inefficient for underwater applications [53].

Most of the work has focused

on CDMA and TDMA based protocols. CDMA based MAC protocols with
2
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power control have been proposed for underwater networks [54] and have the
advantages of being robust to multi-path fading and for no requirement of time
synchronization. However, in the case of CDMA, the available physical layer
resources, such as bandwidth and power must be divided among the users. An
advantage of TDMA based protocols is that they provide flexibility in terms of
implementation over any physical layer technology.
In traditional TDMA, collision-free reception is guaranteed by allocating a
particular time slot to each transmitting node. The size of the slot depends on the
transmission duration plus the maximum propagation delay in the network. In
UWA networks, since the propagation delays are comparable to the transmission
duration, the network performance is significantly degraded using traditional
TDMA-based protocols due to low channel utilization. Although huge time
slots with large packet duration can be implemented in traditional TDMA,
to mitigate propagation delay, it is not preferred since this will induce the
large end to end delay in packet delivery.

The literature on TDMA-based

scheduling can be classified chronologically: earlier studies tend to mitigate
the ill-effects of long propagation delays, while more recent works exploit the
propagation delay in UWA networks.

A fundamental understanding of the

effects of large propagation delays and advantages in exploiting it to design
throughput-maximizing strategies was presented in [1]. Rather surprisingly, the
results in [1] show that by exploiting large propagation delays, optimal schedules
can be computed for networks which perform better than their counterparts
in terrestrial wireless networks. Motivated by the findings in [1], we focus on
studying the strategies that can exploit long propagation delays in arbitrary
3
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UWA networks. We study the strategies which can perform better than the
current state-of-the-art techniques and also present the practical challenges in
implementing such solutions on underwater acoustic modems.
This thesis presents a study on the design of transmission scheduling
strategies which can take advantage of large propagation delays in UWA
networks. The objective of rest of the chapter is to provide an overview of
this thesis and state the specific objectives and contributions.

1.2 Thesis Goals
The aims of this thesis can be succinctly summarized as follows:
1. To propose a centralized algorithm which can better utilize the propagation
delay information in arbitrary UWA networks when compared to the
current state-of-the-art centralized algorithms.
2. To propose a centralized algorithm which can better utilize the propagation
delay information while maintaining fairness among the links as required
in multi-hop multi-line grid networks.
3. To present the scalability of the algorithm exploiting large propagation
delays to much larger practical multi-hop multi-line grid networks.
4. To design an algorithm that can compute schedules which are robust to
the uncertainties in the propagation delay information.
5. To model the practical constraints in underwater acoustic modems, find
transmission schedules which are implementable and present experimental
demonstration of the technique at sea.
4
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1.3 Thesis Contributions
Our work primarily focuses on the design and implementation of a MAC layer
technique responsible for assigning the transmission start times and transmission
duration for all the links considered for scheduling. The specific contributions of
this thesis are summarized as follows:
1. We investigate achievable throughput in randomly deployed UWA
networks by controlling transmission power in case of time-slotted
schedules. We develop joint scheduling and power control algorithm for
arbitrary networks and demonstrate performance improvement in a large
number of random network geometries.
2. We formulate a TDMA based scheduling problem as a Mixed-Integer
Linear

Fractional

Problem

(MILFP) which

better

exploits

long

propagation delays in static UWA networks. We consider minimizing the
total fractional idle time in a frame which allows for multiple concurrent
transmissions in the medium.
3. We demonstrate that MILFP results in unslotted and variable packet
length schedules and performs better than other state-of-the-art centralized
algorithms available for computing optimal schedules. We compare the
proposed strategy to the following techniques:
(a) The time-slotted fixed packet duration schedules that are computed
using centralized algorithm in [1].
(b) The unslotted fixed packet duration schedules that are computed
5
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using centralized algorithm in [2].
4. We consider some network geometries for which the optimal schedules are
known from [1] and present the schedules when arbitrary packet traffic
demands are to be satisfied on each link. This demonstrates the capability
of the proposed algorithm to compute transmission schedules with different
packet traffic demands.
5. The large propagation delay is relative to the transmitted packet duration
and hence we quantify the values and show the regions in which the
networks must be operated in order to achieve significant throughput gains
when compared to radio-frequency based terrestrial wireless networks with
negligible propagation delays.
6. We demonstrate the throughput gains that can be achieved in practical
multi-hop multi-line grid networks using unslotted schedules and compare
this to the state-of-the-art time-slotted schedules presented in [3]. We
derive the necessary condition for the proposed algorithm to always
perform better than the time-slotted solution.
7. To deal with the uncertainties in the propagation delay values that can arise
because of the slight drift of the nodes due to varying ocean currents as
well as changes in the oceans physical parameters we propose an algorithm
to compute robust transmission schedules under such propagation delay
uncertainties.
8. We study practical modem constraints and implement the Super-TDMA
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protocol on underwater acoustic modem.

The inclusion of modem

constraints results in the design which can be realized in practice. The
optimal packet and time slot lengths are computed which result in
maximum utilization of the time slots by minimizing the guard times.
9. We deploy a 3 node network in Singapore waters and compute the schedule
along with the time slot length and the guard periods and implement it
on all three nodes along with time synchronization to demonstrate the key
concepts at sea.

1.4 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, we present the relevant literature on the efforts in mitigating
and exploiting the non-negligible propagation delays in UWA networks. We list
the set of open problems which provides an understanding of the impact of our
research.
In Chapter 3, we consider the time-slotted schedules that can be computed
using a state-of-the-art algorithm presented in [1] and study the effect of
limiting the interference range through transmission power control on network
throughput for random network geometries.
Chapter 4 presents an in-depth study on how to better utilize the large
propagation delays in UWA networks and propose a centralized algorithm to
compute unslotted and variable packet length schedules which can provide
throughput-maximizing solutions for arbitrary network geometries with different
packet traffic demands.
The proposed technique in Chapter 4 is extended to practical multi-hop
7
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mutli-line grid networks in Chapter 5. The uncertainties in propagation delays
are formulated to compute schedules which are robust to the small variations in
the propagation delays.
Having proposed strategies that in theory achieve much higher throughput
than current state-of-the-art by utilizing propagation delays, we turn our
attention to practical aspects of these techniques.

In Chapter 6, we

study the practical modem constraints and compute implementable schedules
on underwater acoustic modem.

We demonstrate these schedules through

experiment at sea.
Chapter 7 summarizes the key findings and presents the potential future
research directions.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

There have been many studies on MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks and
numerous studies have pointed out that direct application of these existing MAC
protocols to UWA networks leads to poor performance. The extensive reviews of
such protocols are presented in [49], [55]–[57]. Our focus in this review remains
on how the non-negligible propagation delays are dealt with while designing
MAC protocols for UWA networks. The study reveals that the literature can be
classified broadly into MAC protocols which tend to mitigate the effect of large
propagation delays and MAC protocols which exploit or utilize the propagation
delay information to improve channel utilization.

2.1 MAC Protocols Mitigating Large Propagation Delays
As mentioned Section 1.1, traditional TDMA results in low channel utilization
due to large guard times of the order of the maximum propagation delay in the
network. In order to improve channel utilization, an energy efficient, distributed
MAC protocol (UWAN-MAC) that works despite long, unknown propagation
delays is proposed in [58]. This protocol differs from ALOHA based protocol
and multiple access with collision avoidance (MACA) in that energy is the
main performance metric rather than bandwidth utilization. The impact of long
propagation delays on the fraction of energy wasted while using UWAN-MAC
9
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is studied. Relative time stamps are introduced on the transmission data to
allow the nodes to operate in a synchronized environment resulting in energy
efficiency. The strategy reduces the ill-effects of long propagation delays and
provide better efficiency through less collisions. However, in the absence of
synchronization information, the network performance degrades significantly.
The need for strict time synchronization and the effects of the absence of
synchronization information in UWAN-MAC from [58] is studied in [59]. The
authors in [59] focus on studying the trade-off between the duty cycle of the
nodes, the network throughput and the energy consumption.
In [60], the authors propose I-TDMA, a transmission scheduling strategy in
which the data packets are interleaved in the empty time axis to mitigate the
effect of large propagation delay in underwater channel.
A hierarchical TDMA (HTDMA) MAC protocol is proposed for clustered
UWA networks in [61]. HTDMA employs two nested TDMA schedules, one is
executed among the surface stations using terrestrial wireless communication
and the other is executed among underwater nodes using acoustics. A strategy
is proposed to enhance delay and channel utilization performance by avoiding
the occurrence of idle time slots. HTDMA improves the delay performance by
efficiently controlling the mobility of underwater nodes.
In [62], a distributed and robust TDMA scheduling algorithm is proposed.
The information of 2-hop neighboring nodes’ information is collected and is used
to compute the initial time of the time slot. The set of nodes that are assigned
the same initial slot form a maximal independent set. This algorithm improves
the utilization of time by allowing same time slot but still large guard times are
10
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required which are of the order of maximum propagation delay in the network.
The authors in [63] take a different approach in mitigating the effects of
large propagation delays in UWA networks. A throughput-optimal, distributed
random policy is studied in a single broadcast domain and a non-linear
optimization problem is solved to find the optimal solution.

Although the

proposed technique allows for some concurrent transmissions, since a distributed
algorithm with no topology information is considered, the study does not provide
understanding of the full utilization of long propagation delays.
A stochastic scheduling approach similar to the one presented in [63] is
presented to assign transmission probabilities that are aimed at optimizing
network performance with respect to overall network latency and reliability
in [64]. The authors in [64] also present heuristic objective functions for assigning
transmission probabilities to improve overall network performance by mitigating
the effects of long propagation delays.

2.2 MAC Protocols Exploiting Large Propagation Delays
Reservation based protocols have been proposed to utilize the large propagation
delays in UWA networks in several ways. The authors in [65] proposed an
adaptive propagation delay-tolerant collision avoidance protocol (APCAP) that
allows for concurrent multiple reservations on each node. The proposed strategy
allows stations to schedule actions for multiple data frames, reducing the amount
of time wasted in waiting for signals to propagate in the medium.
To improve the channel utilization by reducing the control overhead, the
authors in [66] propose a reservation based MAC protocol (R-MAC). The

11
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RTS/CTS message exchange to avoid data packet collisions are not used in
R-MAC. Instead the control and data packet transmissions are scheduled at both
transmitter and receiver to completely avoid the packet collisions. The authors
also introduce packet bursts and delayed ACK delivery concepts to improve
channel utilization.
The authors in [67] proposed MACA-U for underwater networks and replace
the original MACA for benchmark comparisons with protocols proposed for
underwater wireless networks. The authors modify the MACA to suit the unique
characteristics of underwater channel by introducing state transition rules,
packet forwarding strategy and a back-off algorithm. The packet forwarding
strategy allows concurrent transmission of RTS packets on two neighboring
source nodes utilizing the long propagation delays.
Receiver initiated reservation protocol (RIPT) is proposed in [68] which is a
random access handshaking-based protocol that addresses the long propagation
delay by utilizing receiver-initiated reservations. The receiver accept the packet
transmission requests from its neighboring nodes by considering the propagation
delay to its neighbors. MACA-MN is proposed by the same authors in [69]
to further improve channel utilization by enabling multiple packet train to
neighbors.
Since our objective is in studying the optimum utilization of propagation
delays in static UWA networks, the TDMA based protocols are perfect fit for
providing optimal time reuse opportunities as shown in the following studies.
The authors in [70] propose a joint routing and scheduling algorithm for small
underwater networks with the objective of minimizing energy consumption.
12
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An Integer Linear Problem (ILP) is formulated and the constraints utilize the
propagation delay information.
In [71], a staggered TDMA underwater MAC protocol (STUMP) is proposed.
The authors show that leveraging node position diversity through scheduling
yields large throughput improvements in channel utilization. The authors also
explore CDMA as a physical layer access and compare it to TDMA under
identical conditions concluding that CDMA although provides other benefits
in underwater networks, it does not provide benefit to scheduled MAC protocols
when using realistic spreading values.
STUMP-WR is proposed in [72] which extends the work in [71] by
including routing in the problem formulation.

A distributed routing and

channel scheduling protocol is designed for heavily loaded underwater networks.
STUMP-WR selects and schedules links using a distributed algorithm to overlap
communications by leveraging the long propagation delays.
A time evolving conflict graph that can be utilized by centralized algorithms
is proposed in [73] to schedule transmissions.

The slotted spatio-temporal

conflict graph considers both the packet propagation delay and link transmission
delay. The authors also present the performance bounds under certain traffic
loads.
In [74], an analytical model for joint MAC and routing optimization for small
to medium scale networks is proposed. The work uses heuristics and considers
the presence of multiple interfering nodes and the use of an underwater acoustic
channel attenuation model.
Following the review of the strategies proposed over the past decade that
13
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utilize the large propagation delays, we narrow down our focus to more recent
state-of-the-art techniques as described here:
1. Slotted TDMA based strategy: The authors in [1] provide a fundamental
understanding of the effect of large propagation delays on network
throughput and propose a dynamic programming based centralized
algorithm resulting in time-slotted throughput-maximizing schedules.
2. Unslotted TDMA based strategy: The authors in [2] propose a centralized
algorithm to find unslotted schedules utilizing large propagation delays. A
Mixed-Integer Linear Problem (MILP) is formulated to find the optimal
schedules.
The approach followed to solve the scheduling problem in these works are very
distinct. In this thesis, as we draw the insights from these works, we also present
the similarities in the solution from these two distinct approaches. Next, we
elucidate the work presented in [1], [2] and the closely related work before we
state the open problems that exist.
2.2.1 State-of-the-art slotted TDMA based strategies
The idea of allowing nodes to transmit simultaneously and letting their packets
”cross in medium” has been considered before [75]–[80]. In [1], the authors
present a fundamental study on what is the impact of large propagation delays
in UWA networks. The authors answer the questions such as what are the
achievable throughput of networks with large propagation delays and how to find
optimal and near-optimal schedules for given network geometries. Specifically,
the authors in [1] formulate a scheduling problem as a sequential decision problem
14
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and solve it using dynamic programming technique. It is shown in [1] that
the network throughput is upper bounded by
nodes in a network.

N
2,

where N is the number of

Optimal schedules achieving the

also presented for certain network geometries.

N
2

upper bound are

The authors also propose a

method to find schedules for arbitrary network geometries but often result in
throughput much lesser than upper bound

N
2.

The solution to the proposed

algorithm is time-slotted and each transmission decision in the time slot is taken
to maximize the future transmission opportunities. It is also observed that only
the throughput-maximizing links are chosen in the schedule which maximize the
transmission opportunities and thereby the network throughput. The work in [1]
is extended to regular multi-hop multi-line grid networks with multiple partially
overlapping collision domains in [3]. Recently, the work in [1] is also extended
to adhoc linear networks with regular structure in [81].
2.2.2 State-of-the-art unslotted TDMA based strategies
In [2], ST-MAC a distributed algorithm and a centralized MILP algorithm that
can provide optimal schedules in presence of the large propagation delays in
UWA networks is presented. The performance of the algorithm proposed in [2]
is compared with S-MAC [82], T-Lohi [83] and ECDiG [84] and outperforms
each one of them.

A major goal of the MILP model in [2] is to account

for the propagation delays in the constraints formulated. Different from the
works presented in [70], [74], that focuses on minimizing energy consumption by
avoiding collisions, this work aims at finding throughput-maximizing schedules
by minimizing the frame length.

The solution of the MILP provides the
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transmission time of each link at which it has to transmit. However, note that
the packet duration remains a constant in this algorithm. We term this solution
to be unslotted since the transmission times do not need to necessarily lie in
a particular time slot. A similar approach was also presented in [85], where a
distributed algorithm for multi-hop UWA network was presented. However the
model formulating the propagation delay constraints presented in this work do
not consider the interframe and intraframe constraints as considered in [2].
2.2.3 Open problems
We state the following open problems arising from the literature review:
1. For time-slotted schedules using algorithm proposed in [1], what is
the effect of limiting the interference range through transmission power
control ? Does it provide schedules with larger throughput ?
2. Guard times are needed in the time-slotted schedules computed for
arbitrary network geometries to avoid packet collisions [1]. This degrades
the network throughput significantly. How can we reduce the idle time due
to the inclusion of such guard times ?
3. The solution in [1] results in scheduling only those links which maximize
the throughput. How to find transmission schedule when a set of particular
links needs to be scheduled ? Moreover, how to deal with the packet traffic
demands on each of those links ?
4. The multi-hop multi-line grid networks considered in [3] have a regular
structure which is often not the case when deployed in reality. How does
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it effect the throughput ?
5. The authors in [1] and [2] formulate the scheduling problem using different
methodologies. What are the similarities and differences in the solutions
computed using these methods ?
6. What are the practical challenges in implementing such schedules
exploiting large propagation delays on underwater acoustic modems ?

2.3 Preliminary Concepts and Definitions
In this thesis, we utilize the results presented in [1] and compare them against the
proposed strategies. We also extend the algorithm presented in [1] by limiting the
interference range to create more transmission opportunities. We present some
preliminary concepts and definitions from [1] that are useful in understanding
the technique we propose in Chapter 3 and also the comparisons that we draw
in rest of the chapters.
Integer & non-integer delay matrices
Consider an N node network with the location of node i, i ∈ {1, · · · , N } defined
by the coordinates represented in a vector xi . The network geometry formed by
the N nodes can be represented in the form of a delay matrix as shown in [1],
where each element of the delay matrix contains the propagation delay between
the corresponding pair. We denote the delay matrix by D and the elements of
D are written as:

Dij =

|xi − xj |
, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }
cτ

17
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where c is the speed of sound underwater and τ is the time slot length. It is
important to note that the elements of the delay matrix are propagation delays
between nodes in units of time slot length τ and can be rational numbers, i.e.,
D can be a non-integer delay matrix. But with appropriate choice of time slot
length τ , the given non-integer delay matrix can be approximated by an integer
delay matrix D0 [1]:

&
0

Dij =

%
|xi − xj |
, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }
cτ

(2.2)

where by dac we denote the closest integer to the real value a.
The difference between the corresponding elements of the integer and
non-integer delay matrix provides us information that can be used to select the
time slot length that enables efficient utilization of slots. The maximum packet
length that can be transmitted in a time slot with length τ , given ρ+ and ρ− is
τ (1 − ρ− − ρ+ ) [1], where ρ+ and ρ− are given by:

0
ρ+ = max(Dij − Dij
)

(2.3)

0
ρ− = − min(Dij − Dij
)

(2.4)

ij

ij

where i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N } for a fully-connected network.
Schedule matrix
A schedule is denoted by matrix W which determines the time slots in which
each node in the network transmits and receives messages. Wj,t represents the
element at the j th row and tth column of the matrix W. It can be elucidated as
18
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follows:
1. If Wj,t = i > 0, then node j transmits a message to node i in time slot t.
2. If Wj,t = −i < 0, then node j receives a message from node i in time slot
t.
3. If Wj,t = 0, then node j is idle during time slot t.
If Wj,t+T = Wj,t ∀ j, t, then the schedule is periodic with period T . It can be
written as a matrix of order N × T denoted by W(T ) and

(T )

Wj,t = Wj,(t

mod T ) .

(2.5)

Necessary condition for transmission
Node j transmits a message to node i during time slot t only if node i is able to
successfully receive the message during time slot t + Dij , i.e.,

Wj,t = i ⇔ Wi,t+Dij = −j ∀ i 6= j.

(2.6)

Necessary condition for successful reception
To ensure successful reception at time slot t of a transmitted message from
node j, it is required that no other nodes transmit messages that arrive at node i
during time slot t. Therefore,

Wi,t = −j ⇒ Wk,t−Dik ≤ 0 k 6= i.
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Table 2.1: Schedule for an equilateral triangle network
Time Slot 1
TX to 2
RX from 3
RX from 2

Node 1
Node 2
Node 3

Time Slot 2
TX to 3
RX from 1
TX to 1

Time Slot 3
RX from 3
TX to 1
RX from 1

Time Slot 4
RX from 2
TX to 3
TX to 2

Throughput
The average throughput S of a schedule with period T can be computed by
counting the number of receptions in the schedule W(T ) .

S=

1 XX
(T )
1(Wj,t
< 0)
T t

(2.8)

j

where 1(E) is the indicator function of an event E, with value of 1 if E is true
and 0 otherwise. In the case where the period of the schedule computed is not
known, the approximate throughput is computed by counting the number of
0

receptions over a large number of time slots T . In that case, the approximate
0

0

throughput S , computed over T slots is given by:
0

N
T
1 XX
1(Wj,t < 0).
S = 0
T
0

(2.9)

t=1 j=1

The throughput defined in (2.8) & (2.9) only count the number of receptions but
do not take into account the utilization of the time slots. ρ-throughput denoted
by Sρ , is defined as:
Sρ = S(1 − ρ+ − ρ− )

and takes into account the time slot utilization [1].
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Example delay matrix & schedule
The delay matrix and schedule matrix for a three node equilateral triangle are
as follows:








3 −3 −2
0 1 1
2








(4)



D = 1 0 1 , W = −3 −1 1
3
.








1 1 0
−2 1 −1 2

(2.11)

The above-mentioned delay matrix represents a network geometry where the
nodes are placed such that they make an equilateral triangle with the link
propagation delays as one unit of time slot length. The throughput optimal
schedule for the considered network is shown in Table 2.1. The schedule can be
interpreted as follows: In first time slot, node 1 transmits a message to node 2,
and in the second time slot, node 2 receives a message from node 1. Both nodes 1
and 3 transmit to each other in times slot 2 and receive the messages in time
slot 3. Note that the interfering messages from the transmissions in time slot 2
overlap at time slot 3 at node 2 and hence this slot is utilized as transmission slot
with node 2 transmitting to node 1. Rest of the schedule can be interpreted in a
similar way. Also, note that the period of the schedule in this example is T = 4
and the schedule repeats itself for every 4 time slots. The equivalent schedule
matrix is shown in (2.11). The above schedule example is taken from [1] for
illustration.
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Slotted Schedules with Transmission Power Control

We presented in Chapter 2, the recent studies which exploit large propagation
delays to allow concurrent transmissions in the network.

Given a suitable

network geometry, it has been shown in [1] that the network throughput increases
linearly with the number of nodes, provided optimal transmission schedules are
adopted.
In this chapter, we take advantage of the results from [1] and investigate the
effect of limiting the interference range by controlling the transmission power
on network throughput. In [1], the authors consider networks where all the
nodes lie in the interference range of any transmission.

In fully-connected

networks where the upper bound can be achieved, limiting the interference range
through transmission power control would only result in reducing the energy
consumption. However, for many realistic networks with arbitrary geometries,
the upper bound on throughput may not be achieved. In such cases, limiting the
interference range by controlling the transmission power will cause the network
throughput to increase significantly.
We consider large number of random network geometries and show through
simulations that, by limiting the interference range, we can design transmission
schedules with significant improvement in throughput. We also present some
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examples of network geometries where the upper bound

N
2

is achieved due to

power control, but not otherwise. The work presented in this chapter is published
in [86].

3.1 System Model and Assumptions
The system model and assumptions are as follows:
1. We consider an N node network deployed randomly in a 2D space of H ×H
meters. Let xj be the position vector of node j in the wireless network
deployed such that,
 
p

xj = 
  , p, q ∼ U (0, H)
q

(3.1)

where p, q are uniformly distributed between 0 and H.
2. The nodes in the network are assumed to be half-duplex in nature, i.e., a
node cannot receive and transmit simultaneously. All the transmissions are
assumed to be unicast and intended to their corresponding destinations,
i.e., a node cannot receive from or transmit to more than one node
simultaneously.
3. We adopt a protocol channel model [87] and denote by α, the ratio of
interference range to the communication range. These ranges are function
of the transmission power P . Let Ri denote the interference range and Rc ,
the communication range in the acoustic channel for a given transmission
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power P . We can express α as:

α=

( Ri )
Ri
Di
= Rcτc =
Rc
Dc
( cτ )

(3.2)

where Di and Dc are the propagation delays corresponding to the
interference and communication range respectively in the acoustic medium,
in units of time slot length τ .

If the transmission power is set such

that the communication range is greater than or equal to the size of the
network considered, any transmission on a particular node is heard by
all other nodes in the network resulting in the single collision domain.
Although, note that in multi-hop networks, the communication range,
and the corresponding interference range will not include all the nodes in
the network and might result in multiple partially overlapping collision
domains.

In wireless radio networks, the interference range is often

considered to be approximately twice the communication range [88], [89].
We assume the same factor in UWA network and use α = 2 in our
simulations.
4. The propagation delay corresponding to the maximum interference range
in the network considered is denoted by G and is given by:

G = max αDij
i,j

where i, j ∈ {1, · · · , N }.
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3.2 Scheduling Problem
Before formulating the scheduling problem, we present a method for selecting
the time slot length to compute the closest integer delay matrix representing the
random network geometry generated. This delay matrix is used to compute the
schedules, with and without power control.
3.2.1 Choosing time slot length
We know from [1] that the utilization efficiency of a time slot of length τ is given
by:
η=

τ (1 − ρ+ − ρ− )
= 1 − ρ+ − ρ− .
τ

(3.4)

In reality, the values of time slot length τ are constrained to those allowed
by the underwater acoustic modems. To be more precise, the packet lengths
are constrained by the modem configuration and capability. These constraints
translate to restrictions on time slot lengths in order to efficiently utilize the
slots. We denote the minimum and maximum possible time slot lengths that
can be set by τmin and τmax respectively.
A simple one dimensional optimization problem needs to be solved in order
to select the time slot length τ which would provide the closest integer delay
matrix yielding maximum utilization of time slots. We use a brute-force method
to find an optimal time slot length. The problem is formally written as follows:

min
τ

ρ+ + ρ−
(3.5)

h τ
i
max − τmin
s. t. τ = {τmin + i∆x ; i ∈ Z ∩ 1, b
c }.
∆x
+
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where ∆x is the smallest incremental step size in which the time slot length can
be altered in the modem. We use ∆x = 1 ms in our simulations, but it may be
varied to model different modems. For each value of time slot length between
0

τmin and τmax , the delay matrices D and D are computed using (2.1) and (2.2)
and the corresponding values of ρ+ and ρ− are computed using (2.3) and (2.4)
further to find the value of the objective function in the above optimization
problem. The optimal time slot length τ ∗ found is then used to compute the
delay matrix D as given below:

Dij =

|xi − xj |
.
cτ ∗

(3.6)

The delay matrix D computed is then rounded off to the closest integer delay
matrix D0 as shown in (2.2).
3.2.2 Link scheduling optimization problem
The scheduling problem is formulated as a sequential decision problem (SDP) [1],
where at each time slot t, the decisions are taken on which nodes should transmit
to which other node in the network and the schedule is updated accordingly. A
deterministic SDP is defined by the state space, action space, the transition
function f which describes how the state changes as a result of the actions, and
the reward function, which evaluates the immediate performance of the action
taken.
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State space
The state of the decision problem is denoted by W{t,u} , which represents the
partial schedule containing all the transmissions between time slots t and t − αG
and u − 1 transmission decisions already taken in time slot t. The propagation
delay corresponding to the maximum transmission range in the network is
denoted by G, and hence αG is the propagation delay corresponding to maximum
interference range in the network. The transmission on this link would affect
αG slots in future. Therefore, in order to take decision at time slot t, it is
enough to consider transmissions which occurred in the past till t − αG slots.
All possible partial matrices that W{t,u} can take, form the state space of the
decision problem and is denoted by W.
Action space
The uth action to be taken in time slot t is denoted by x{t,u} . The uth action
x{t,u} taken is a tuple (j, k), which denotes node j transmitting to node k. Let Mt
be the total number of transmissions during time slot t. Since we have N nodes,
Mt ≤ N . The action space from which the uth action x{t,u} is chosen at time
slot t is denoted by X {t,u} .
Transition function
As a result of the uth transmission decision taken in time slot t in the state
W{t,u} , the state changes according to the transition function f : W × X {t,u} →
W :
W{t,u+1} = f (W{t,u} , x{t,u} ) ∀ u < Mt
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W{t+1,1} = f (W{t,Mt } , x{t,Mt } ).

(3.8)

Reward function
Due to the action taken when in a particular state, an immediate scalar reward
denoted by r(W{t,u} , x{t,u} ) is obtained according to the reward function r :
W × X {t,u} → R. Note that the reward due to any action is the number of
successful transmissions added to the schedule due to that action. Since every
action (j, k) is just one transmission, the reward is 1 every time an action is
taken. The reward evaluates the immediate effect of the transition from one
state to another but does not say anything about its long-term effect.
Policy
The actions are chosen according to a policy π : W → X {t,u} , using:

x{t,u} = π(W{t,u} ).

(3.9)

Usually, the goal is to find an optimal policy that maximizes the return, starting
from any initial state. The return is the sum of rewards along a trajectory
starting at some initial state. It represents the reward obtained due to the
sequence of decisions taken in the long run.
Q-Value function
A way to characterize policies is by using their value functions. Two types of
value functions exist – state value functions (V-functions) and state-action value
functions (Q-functions) [90]. The Q-function Qπ : W × X {t,u} → R of a policy
π gives the return obtained when starting from a given state, applying a given
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action, and following policy π thereafter. The optimal Q-function is defined as
the best Q-function that can be obtained by any policy:

Q∗ (W{t,u} , x{t,u} ) = max Qπ (W{t,u} , x{t,u} ).
π

(3.10)

Any policy π ∗ that selects at each state, an action with the largest optimal
Q-value, i.e., that satisfies:

π ∗ (W{t,u} ) ∈ argmax Qπ (W{t,u} , x{t,u} )

(3.11)

x{t,u}

is optimal. In general, for a given Q-function, a policy π that satisfies:

π(W{t,u} ) ∈ argmax Q(W{t,u} , x{t,u} )

(3.12)

x{t,u}

is said to be greedy in Q. So finding an optimal policy can be done by first
finding Q∗ , and then using (3.11) to compute a greedy policy in Q∗ [90].
The Q-functions Qπ and Q∗ are recursively characterized by the Bellman
equations: [90], [91]:
Q∗ (W{t,u} , x{t,u} ) = r(W{t,u} , x{t,u} ) + max Q(f (W{t,u} , x{t,u} ), x{t,u+1} ).
x{t,u+1}

(3.13)

Usually, the second term above is preceded by a discounting factor if the infinite
horizon time is considered in computing Q-Value function. The discounting
ensures that the return will always be bounded if the rewards are bounded.
However, since we look at a finite time horizon in future as will be explained in
the next section, we do not consider discounting in this formulation. The reward
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for a single transmission decision is always 1, and hence it does not affect the
decision making, therefore,

Q∗ (W{t,u} , x{t,u} ) = max Q(f (W{t,u} , x{t,u} ), x{t,u+1} ).
x{t,u+1}

(3.14)

Note that if we have optimal Q-values for each state-action pair possible, we can
take decisions optimally in every state. Hence, finding an optimal Q-value is of
great interest to us. Solving the above problem shown in (3.13) using traditional
methods like Q-value iteration is computationally intensive due to the large state
space and action space [90], [91] . Instead, we follow a similar approach used in [1]
where an approximate value function is defined for each state. If we denote the
approximate Q-value function for each state-action pair by Q† (W{t,u} , x{t,u} ),
then the optimal decision is taken as follows:

x∗{t,u} = arg max Q† (W{t,u} , x{t,u} ).
x{t,u}

(3.15)

Approximate Q-Value function
At each state, based on the particular action (j, k) chosen, the partial schedule
is updated and lands in a different state. An approximate Q-Value function
thus needs to be defined for the state-action pair Q† (W{t,u} , x{t,u} ).

The

Q-Value function should capture the ability of accommodating future potential
transmissions when it is in the current state and a particular action is taken. As
we want throughput to be maximized, the decision which supports maximum
number of future potential transmissions is considered a good decision. The
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approximate Q-Value function is written as:

Q† (W{t,u} , x{t,u} ) =

N X
N X
αG
X

Zjkζ (f ((W{t,u} , x{t,u} )))

(3.16)

j=1 k=1 ζ=0

where Zjkζ (W{t,u} ) is a transmission indicator function with value 1, if a
transmission from node j to node k is allowed between time slots t and t + αG,
and 0 otherwise, given the partial schedule W{t,u} .
Transmission indicator function
We list here the feasibility constraints under which the transmission from node j
to node k is allowed or disallowed at time slot t + ζ, where ζ ranges from 0
to αG, to capture the potential of accommodating future transmissions till αG
slots ahead from time slot t.
a) Self transmissions are not allowed, i.e., a node is not permitted to transmit
a message to itself.
Zjkζ (W{t,u} ) = 0 if j = k.

(3.17)

b) If node j in time slot t + ζ is already scheduled to transmit or receive a
message from some transmission that occurred in earlier time slot then
node j is not permitted to transmit a message to node k and hence

{t,u}

Zjkζ (W{t,u} ) = 0 if Wj,t+ζ 6= 0.

(3.18)

0 from some
c) If node k is already receiving a message in time slot t + ζ + Djk

other node in the network, then the transmission from node j to node k
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should not be permitted in time slot t + ζ, which implies

{t,u}

Zjkζ (W{t,u} ) = 0 if Wk,t+ζ+D0 6= 0.

(3.19)

jk

0 −D 0 ,
d) If there exists a node i which has transmitted in such a slot t+ζ +Djk
ik

that its reception, even though not intended at node k, interferes with the
transmission from node j to node k then node j must not be permitted to
transmit to node k. This can be written as

{t,u}

Zjkζ (W{t,u} ) = 0 if ∃ i s.t. Wi,t+ζ+D0

0
jk −Dik

> 0.

(3.20)

e) If there exists a link from node l to node i in the network such that the
transmission from node l and its reception at node i happen in such a slot
that the transmission from node j to node k would be interfering at the
node i, then node j must not be permitted to transmit.

{t,u}

Zjkζ (W{t,u} ) = 0 if ∃ l, i s.t. Wl,t+ζ+D0

0
ji −Dli

= i.

(3.21)

f) Finally if none of the above constraints are satisfied, then node j should
be permitted to transmit to node k in time slot t + ζ and hence

Zjkζ (W{t,u} ) = 1.
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Limiting interference range by power control
Now we shall consider controlling the transmission power in order to limit the
interference range, and revisit the above-listed scheduling feasibility constraints.
We assume that minimum transmission power Pjk , is used to transmit a message
from node j to node k. If α is the ratio of interference range to communication
range, then by transmitting at minimum power between node j to node k, the
message would be heard by all the nodes in the interference range of node j which
is α(|xj −xk |). This implies that the message would be heard till αDjk time slots
in future starting from the time slot in which node j transmitted. Note that the
interference constraint due to α should be applied to the non-integer version of
the delay matrix D instead of the integer delay matrix D0 . The reason is that,
even if some fraction of the time slots get affected due to the interference, they
become unavailable to be used for reception.
We note that the constraints (3.17),(3.18) and (3.19) remain the same even
if we limit the interference range. Consider the constraint (3.20) and assume
that while searching for node i we find such a node in the network satisfying
the constraint (3.20). This implies

1

{t,u}

Wi,t+ζ+D0

0
jk −Dik

{t,u}

node i is transmitting to node Wi,t+ζ+D0

0
jk −Dik

> 0. This also implies that

0 − D0 .
in time slot t + ζ + Djk
ik
{t,u}

Since the transmission link found is between node i and node Wi,t+ζ+D0

0
jk −Dik

,

the following must be true if node k lies in the interference range of transmission
W{t,u} denotes the state as well as the partially filled schedule matrix. Therefore, Wj,t
denotes the element at the tth column and j th row of the partially filled matrix W{t,u} and
hence these elements denote the node address when they are positive.
1
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from node i:

0
0
t + ζ + Djk
− Dik
+ dαDi,W {t,u}

i,t+ζ+D 0 −D 0
jk
ik

0
⇒ Dik
≤ dαDi,W {t,u}

0
e ≥ t + ζ + Djk

e.

(3.23)

i,t+ζ+D 0 −D 0
jk
ik

Therefore, the constraint (3.20) should be now modified as follows:

Zjkζ (W{t,u} ) = 0 if ∃ i s.t.

{t,u}

Wi,t+ζ+D0

0
jk −Dik

0
≤ dαDi,W {t,u}
> 0 & Dik

e.

(3.24)

i,t+ζ+D 0 −D 0
jk
ik

Now we consider constraint (3.21) and examine it in the case of limiting the
interference range. The condition must include not only that there exists such
nodes l and i, but also that node i must lie in the interference range of node j’s
transmission to node k , i.e.,

0
Dji
≤ dαDjk e.

(3.25)

Therefore, constraint (3.21) should now be modified as follows:

Zjkζ (W{t,u} ) = 0 if ∃ l, i s.t.

{t,u}

Wl,t+ζ+D0

0
ji −Dli

0
= i & Dji
≤ dαDjk e.

(3.26)

To put it all together, the transmission indicator function including power control
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is summarized as follows:

Zjkζ (W{t,u} ) =






0










0










0










0

if j = k
{t,u}

if Wj,t+ζ 6= 0
{t,u}

if Wk,t+ζ+D0 6= 0
jk

{t,u}

if ∃ i s.t. Wi,t+ζ+D0

0
jk −Dik

>0 &
(3.27)




0 ≤ dαD

Dik
e
{t,u}

i,W


i,t+ζ+D 0 −D 0

jk
ik





{t,u}


0 if ∃ l, i s.t.Wl,t+ζ+D0 −D0 = i &


ji
li







0 ≤ dαD e

Dji
jk









1, otherwise.

Algorithm to take transmission decisions
The optimal time slot length τ ∗ to be used is computed by solving the
optimization problem as presented in the Section 3.2.1. We can compute the
corresponding closest integer delay matrix as follows :

&
0

Dij =

%
|xi − xj |
.
cτ ∗

(3.28)

The Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure to take decisions at each time slot.

3.3 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed idea of limiting
the interference range through power control using simulations. We compare
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm to take uth transmission decision at time slot t with
power control
Require: D0 , D, current state of the schedule W{t,u} ,
W ← W{t,u}
while true do
Compute Z from W using (3.27)
X ← {(j, k), ∀j, k s.t. Zjk0 = 1}
if X is empty then
return W{t+1,1} ← W, Mt ← u
end if
Compute Q† (W, x) using (3.16)
x∗ = argmax Q† (W, x)
W = f (W, x∗ )
end while
throughput, computed when the schedules are found, with and without power
control. We also look at different network geometries found through simulations,
for which the upper bound on throughput is achieved only due to power control.
We consider 200 randomly generated N node networks in a 2D space of H × H
meters, where the number of nodes N considered is in the range from 2 to 8
nodes. We set H = 3000 m, τmin = 45 ms, τmax = 3000 ms, ∆x = 1 ms
and α = 2. The closest integer delay matrix is computed for each randomly
generated network geometry, after selecting an appropriate time slot length τ ,
by solving the optimization problem presented in Section 3.2.1. Algorithm 1 is
used to compute the schedules with power control. Note that in Algorithm
1, while computing transmission indicator function Z(·), if we do not limit
the interference range, i.e., we use the constraints (3.20) & (3.21) instead of
constraints (3.24) & (3.26), then we compute schedules without applying power
control.
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Figure 3.1: 5 node trivial random network geometry with throughput S = 2.5
and ρ-throughput Sρ = 1.99.

3.3.1 Geometries found with throughput gain
Some of the network geometries found are shown in Fig. 3.1, 3.2 & 3.3. Each
network geometry plotted is on a different scale and is only representative of the
shape of the network. Also note that the edges are labeled with approximated
values of the propagation delays between nodes, which are taken from the
corresponding integer delay matrix of the network geometry.
Trivial geometries with

N
2

throughput

Consider a network geometry with the following delay matrix which was found
while 5 node random network geometries were generated (see Fig. 3.1) and an
appropriate time slot length τ = 168 ms was chosen to approximate it to the
closest integer delay matrix. The delay matrix D computed is given below:
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 0


5.26



D=
2.16



6.30


2.00

5.26 2.16 6.30
0

7.30 1.88

7.30

0

1.88 8.11

8.11
0

6.88 2.26 8.15


2.00


6.88



2.26
.



8.15


0

(3.29)

The closest integer delay matrix, when used with the scheduling algorithm with
power control, generates a schedule with period T = 8, which is shown below:


W(8)



5 −5 −5 −3 −3 3
3
5




4

4
−4
−4
4
4
−4
−4






=
1
5
5 −5 −5
−1 −1 1
.






2 −2 −2 2
2 −2 −2
2




1
1 −1 −1 3
3 −3 −3

(3.30)

Although counting the number of successful receptions in one period of the
above schedule would result in a throughput of 2.5, we need to be mindful
of the approximations in propagation delays made while computing schedules.
However, we can see that due to power control, two sub-networks are formed with
links involving nodes 2, 4 and nodes 1, 3, 5 forming an equilateral triangle. The
ρ-throughput can be computed by adding the ρ-throughput of each sub-network
as given below:

Sρ = 1(1 − 0.12) + 1.5(1 − 0 − 0.26) = 1.99.
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Figure 3.2: 4 node non-trivial network geometry with throughput S = 2 and
ρ-throughput Sρ = 2.
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Figure 3.3: 5 node non-trivial random network geometry with throughput S =
2.5 and ρ-throughput Sρ = 1.45.

Also note that the links which are used in the schedule are those which cause
minimum interference.
Non-Trivial geometries with

N
2

throughput

The above example of network geometry do not give insight into how power
control results in schedules with higher throughput, when we cannot spatially
separate the network into smaller sub-networks. Consider a 4 node network
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geometry (see Fig. 3.2) with the following delay matrix:




1
 0


 1
0

D=


2
 2


2.9788 2.9788

2 2.9788


2 2.9788

.


0
1 


1
0

(3.31)

For this network geometry, the schedule computed without power control results
in a schedule with period T = 7 as shown below:


W(7)



−4 3 −4 2 −2 2 −2




3
0
3
1 −1 1 −1


.
=




 0 −4 −2 −1 −2 0 −4




3
0
0
0
1 3 1

The above schedule yields throughput, S =

11
7

(3.32)

= 1.56. However, if the schedule

is computed after limiting the interference range, we can achieve a throughput
S = 2 as shown below:


W(2)

2


1

=


4


3


−2


−1

.


−4


−3

(3.33)

We note that node 3 is in the interference range of transmission on links
(1, 2) & (2, 1) and also nodes 1 & 2 are in the interference range of the
link (3, 4).

Controlling the transmission power at nodes 1 & 2, results in

no interference at node 4 and hence we can design the transmission schedule
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which can achieve a throughput of 2 as shown above. The ρ-throughput of
the above network is also 2. Note that the set of interfering links for this
network, when used with the schedule computed with power control, is I :=
{(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 2), (1, 3), (3, 1), (3, 4), (4, 3)}. Hence while computing ρ+
and ρ− we can ignore the approximations in the propagation delay of the links
(2, 4) and (1, 4). This results in the values of ρ+ and ρ− to be 0. Consider
another example, a 5 node network geometry as shown in Fig. 3.3 with the
following delay matrix when used with time slot length τ = 241 ms:

 0


1.88



D=
1.03



7.63


7.85

1.88 1.03 7.63
0

1.64 5.77

1.64

0

5.77 7.06

7.06
0

6.05 7.65 2.95


7.85


6.05



7.65
.



2.95


0

(3.34)

and the schedule is computed with a period of 12 and with throughput S = 2.5
as shown below:





W(12)

2 −2 2 −2 −3 −3 −3 2 −2 3
3


1
3
1 −1 −3 −1 3
1
3 −3 −1



=
1
1
2 −2 2 −2
−1 −1 2 −2 1



5
5 −5 −5 −5 5
5
5 −5 −5
5


4
4
4 −4 −4 −4 4
4
4 −4 −4

3


−3



−1
.



−5


−4

Similar to the example above, while computing ρ-throughput, the set
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of interfering links is enumerated and the values of ρ+ and ρ− are
computed.

It results in ρ+ = 0.0549 and ρ− = 0.3627, and hence

Sρ = 2.5(1 − 0.0549 − 0.3627) = 1.456.
3.3.2 Simulation results
Percentage increase in average throughput
The average throughput over 200 random network geometries needs to be
computed for two cases, i.e., with and without power control in order to
compute % increase in average throughput. Fig. 3.4 shows the throughput values
computed with 95% confidence intervals as a notched box plot. Since the notches
in the box plot do not overlap, we can conclude with 95% confidence that the
true medians do differ. Moreover, this justifies the choice of averaging over 200
random network geometries.
As we see in Fig. 3.5, the percentage increase in the average throughput
computed is plotted as a function of the number of nodes in the network. If
0

0

we denote the approximate throughput S , computed over T time slots without
0

power control, by Swopc , and the throughput, computed with power control, by
0

Swpc , then the percentage increase is computed by:
0

0

Swpc − Swopc
β=
× 100.
0
Swopc

(3.35)

From the plot, it is clear that limiting the interference range results in improving
the average throughput. For an 8 node network the percentage increase in
average throughput is close to 15%. Note that without power control, in a
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Figure 3.4: Throughput values showing 95% confidence interval is plotted as a
function of the number of nodes in the network.

fully connected network, the number of transmission opportunities will reduce as
compared to the case with power control as the number of nodes in the network
increase. Since the links to be scheduled are not specified and the algorithm
selects throughput-maximizing links, power control might result in the formation
of many smaller fragmented sub-networks which are throughput-maximizing.
This explains why the % increase in average throughput is seen to increase in
Fig. 3.5 and the behavior will remain even when the number of nodes in the
network is increased beyond 8 nodes.
Fig. 3.6 shows the average throughput and maximum throughput computed
as a function of number of nodes. It is clearly seen that the throughput values
computed with power control, are greater than or equal to the values computed
without power control, and hence it is always better to limit the interference
range.
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Figure 3.5: Percentage increase in average throughput due to power control.

Figure 3.6:
geometries.

Average & Maximum throughput over 200 random network

Histogram of throughput of random geometries
A histogram of throughput values computed for 5 node random network
geometries is shown in Fig. 3.7. We can see that the maximum throughput
values computed lie between 1.7 and 1.9 and hence it is no surprise to see that
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Figure 3.7: Histogram of throughput with power control for 200 randomly
generated 5 node networks.

the average throughput value from Fig. 3.6 is in the same range for N = 5. We
can also see how often the network geometries occur for which the upper bound
is achieved. It is clear from Fig. 3.7, that there is a non-negligible probability of
finding networks for which optimal throughput can be achieved.

3.4 Summary
We have shown through simulation that limiting the interference range by
controlling the transmission power results in significant throughput increase.
Limiting the interference range allows more transmission opportunities in the
network and hence results in throughput that is closer to the upper bound

N
2,

when compared with the throughput of a fully-connected network. We have
also shown instances of random network geometries for which the throughput
upper bound is achieved due to power control, but not without. The network
geometries presented demonstrate that power control along with exploitation
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of propagation delay can result in schedules which yield high throughput. We
also showed that the computation of ρ+ and ρ− need not take into account
the propagation delay between all links in the network. This results in better
ρ-throughput than when power control is not applied.
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Chapter 4
Unslotted Schedules with Variable Packet Lengths

In Chapter 3, we considered controlling transmission power to limit the
interference while utilizing the propagation delays among the nodes and
presented that more transmission opportunities are created resulting in much
higher throughput for arbitrary network geometries.

However, the solution

is time-slotted and only those links are selected in the schedule which are
throughput-maximizing. Time-slotted transmissions utilizing propagation delays
are such that most of the interference overlaps with the transmission slots and
the receiving slots are interference-free. However, the packet duration of each
transmission is assumed to be fixed. A packet can be divided into several smaller
packets of different size. The packet duration provides a degree of freedom that,
if utilized, results in strategies that can be adopted to achieve throughput closer
to the established upper bound.
In this chapter, we consider the unslotted transmission of packets with
arbitrary size. Given the propagation delay between nodes in the network and
the packet traffic demands on each link, we formulate an optimization problem
for minimizing the fractional idle time in a frame (or period) of the schedule as
a Mixed-Integer Linear Fractional Problem (MILFP). We compare our results
to the recent advancements that exploit large propagation delays and result in
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time-slotted and unslotted schedules with fixed packet duration. We also present
schedules computed for various network geometries with arbitrary packet traffic
demands. The work presented in this chapter is submitted for publication [92].

4.1 System Model and Assumptions
The system model and assumptions are as follows:
1. A set L of directed links is considered for scheduling in an UWA network,
given the propagation delay between all nodes in the network and traffic
demands on each link l ∈ L. Each link l can be explicitly written as a
2-tuple (j, k) which represents a link where node j is the transmitter and
node k is the receiver. The propagation delay corresponding to link (j, k)
is Djk in seconds. The packet traffic demand, Λjk for link (j, k), is defined
as the number of packets to be transmitted in a single frame on link (j, k).
2. We allow having packets of different lengths for the same link. The time
relative to the start of the frame, at which, node j starts transmitting
the xth packet to node k is txjk , where x ∈ {1, · · · , Λjk }.

The

packet/transmission duration corresponding to the xth transmission on link
x . The frame length of the schedule (also termed as period of
(j, k) is τjk

the schedule in [1]) is T .
3. A central controller computes schedules based on the available information
on the network topology and traffic demands while exploiting the large
propagation delay between the nodes. The network considered is static
(with small motion around the location at which nodes are deployed). The
centralized optimal solution provides an upper bound on the performance
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of any distributed or heuristic algorithm due to limited knowledge of the
network topology in case of the former and dependence on the quality of
heuristic in the case of latter. Such an upper bound allows evaluation of
the performance of distributed and heuristic algorithms.
4. The mathematical formulation allows having packets of different lengths
for the same link. We assume link traffic demands to be given in the
case of the single-hop networks or are calculated by given end-to-end
traffic demands in case of a multi-hop network with predetermined routing.
The proposed framework may be extended to include routing in the
optimization problem, but this is out of the scope of this work.
5. We consider a form of TDMA as in several recent works [1], [2], [85], [93].
We partition time into frames but do not further partition into slots as
commonly done. This problem formulation allows us to have variable
packet duration for each transmission with no slotting required. This plays
an important role in achieving throughput gain. The objective considered
for minimization is the fractional idle time in a frame. The idle time is the
total time for which the nodes are neither transmitting nor receiving.
6. As already mentioned in Section 3.1, underwater acoustic modems are
assumed to be half-duplex in nature, i.e., a node cannot receive and
transmit simultaneously. All the transmissions are assumed to be unicast
and intended to their corresponding destinations, i.e., a node cannot receive
from or transmit to more than one node simultaneously.
7. We adopt a protocol channel model [87] and denote by α, the ratio of
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time

Node k
txjk=a txjk+τyli txjk=b txjk+τyli

Node j
Node i a+τxjk+Dji≤ tyli+Dli

RX Packet
TX Packet
b+Dji ≥ tyli+τyli+Dli

Node l
tyli

tyli+τyli

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the effect of propagation delay on transmission times
of packets to be transmitted on links (j, k) and (l, i).

interference range to the communication range as described in Section 3.1.

4.2 Problem Formulation
Consider a pair of links (j, k), (l, i) ∈ L such that node j transmits its xth packet
to node k and node l transmits its y th packet to node i (see Fig. 4.1). Fig. 4.1
illustrates the effect of propagation delay. The interference is caused at node i,
only if, node j transmits at such a time txjk , that it ends up in the hatched region
(in red) marked in Fig. 4.1 at node i. The choice of txjk ≤ a or txjk ≥ b avoids the
interference during reception time at node i and ends up in the dotted region (in
x ’s and τ y are considered equal
green) instead. Note that the packet lengths τjk
li

in Fig. 4.1 only for the purpose of illustration. For node j’s transmission to
not interfere with node i’s reception, either of the following necessary conditions
need to be satisfied:
x
txjk + τjk
+ Dji ≤ tyli + Dli

(or)
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txjk + Dji ≥ tyli + τliy + Dli

(4.2)

∀{(j, k), (l, i) ∈ L|Dji ≤ αDjk }, where the condition Dji ≤ αDjk is satisfied
when node i lies in the interference range of node j. The transmission start
x , τ y must be chosen such that
times txjk , tyli and corresponding packet duration τjk
li

the desired message at node i is interference-free. The conditions stated in (4.1)
and (4.2) are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Note that if the interference range is larger
than the size of the network considered (single collision domain network), then
each transmission in the network is heard by all the nodes. In this case the
conditions in (4.1) and (4.2) applies to all the links in L. We consider single
collision domain network throughout, since this model allows us to study the
effects of propagation delay for the worst case scenario, although the formulation
is general enough to be used for both single-hop as well as multi-hop UWA
networks. While presenting the scalability analysis in Section 4.6, we consider a
multi-hop network with multiple partially overlapping collision domains.
If the transmission scheduling decisions are taken considering the propagation
delay based constraints listed in (4.1) and (4.2), the corresponding receptions at
the nodes will be interference-free, i.e., there will be no collisions within a frame.
However, note that the following possibilities are not captured in the constraints
listed in (4.1) and (4.2):
1. The transmissions from the previous frames interfering with reception in
the current frame.
2. The transmission in the current frame interfering with possible reception
in the subsequent frames.
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Not considering the above conditions, will result in poor schedules. In order to
consider the inter-frame constraints, we generalize the inequalities:

x
txjk + βT + τjk
+ Dji ≤ tyli + Dli

(4.3)

(or)
txjk + βT + Dji ≥ tyli + τliy + Dli

(4.4)

∀{(j, k), (l, i) ∈ L}, where β ∈ Z is the integer constant which determines the
number of adjacent frames in the past and future in time, that are considered.
Note that setting β = 0, in (4.3) and (4.4) leads to (4.1) and (4.2) respectively.
β = −1, corresponds to conditions considering one adjacent frame in the past
while β = 1, corresponds to conditions considering one adjacent frame in the
future.
There is no upper bound on the value of β, since the frame length can
be arbitrarily small theoretically. In practice, the schedules with such smaller
frame lengths are not implementable on underwater modems for practical use.
In [1], the optimal schedules for the network geometries result in the frame
lengths which are atleast greater than G (defined in (3.3)). With this reasonable
assumption of limiting the value of frame length to be greater than the girth of
the network, T > G, we limit our constraints to β = 0, β = 1 and β = −1.
Consider the transmission of a packet in current frame at time t for duration τ .
Interference caused due to this transmitted packet in worst case only lasts till
time t + G + τ . Since we know G < T , we have t + G + τ < t + T + τ ⇒ t + G <
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t + βT, β = 1. In other words, in the worst case scenario, the interference is
only limited within the next frame.
4.2.1 Propagation delay constraints
Consider scheduling all links (j, k) ∈ L in a frame. The number of packets
to be transmitted on each link (j, k) is given by the traffic demand for that
link Λjk packets/frame. x is the index associated with link (j, k) taking values
1, · · · , Λjk and similarly y is the index for link (l, i) taking values 1, · · · , Λli
Λ

Λ

1 , · · · , τ jk are variables associated with transmission time
(e.g. t1jk , · · · , tjkjk , τjk
jk

and packet duration for each link (j, k)).

Note that the conditions listed

in (4.3) and (4.4) form a set of disjunctive constraints which results in the
feasible set forming a non-convex region over which the search for the solution
is required. There are two well-known methods for conversion of disjunctive
constraints to conjunctive constraints: convex-hull reformulation [94] and Big-M
reformulation [95], [96].

We use the Big-M transformation to convert the

disjunctive constraints (4.3) & (4.4) into conjunction and rearrange them as
following:
1. β = 0 :

x
txjk − tyli + τjk
≤ −(Dji − Dli ) + M pxy
jk,li

−txjk + tyli + τliy ≤ (Dji − Dli ) + M (1 − pxy
jk,li )
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2. β = 1 :

xy
x
txjk − tyli + τjk
+ T ≤ −(Dji − Dli ) + M qjk,li

(4.7)

xy
−txjk + tyli + τliy − T ≤ (Dji − Dli ) + M (1 − qjk,li
)

(4.8)

3. β = −1 :

xy
x
− T ≤ −(Dji − Dli ) + M rjk,li
txjk − tyli + τjk

(4.9)

xy
)
−txjk + tyli + τliy + T ≤ (Dji − Dli ) + M (1 − rjk,li

(4.10)

xy
xy
1
where pxy
jk,li , qjk,li and rjk,li are the binary variables associated with each

pair of disjunctive constraints considered ∀(j, k), (l, i)

∈

L and x

∈

{1, · · · , Λjk }, y ∈ {1, · · · , Λli }. The inequalities (4.3) and (4.4) are presented
in (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) after the Big-M transformation for
the values of β from the set {−1, 0, 1}.
4.2.2 Duration between two consecutive transmissions
Since the packet traffic demands Λjk packets per frame for link (j, k), the
following constraint on transmissions from node j ensures the difference between
two consecutive packet transmission times is atleast greater than the previous
transmitted packet duration:

x
x
tx+1
jk − tjk ≥ τjk .
1

(4.11)

With the binary variable taking value 0 or 1 (e.g. pjk,li = 0 or 1) along with a large enough
value of parameter M, one of the constraints in the disjunctive pair becomes redundant. Note
that smaller the value of M is, the tighter the Big-M reformulation can be. We select an
arbitrarily large value of M for the transformation.
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4.2.3 Allowing transmissions and receptions across frame boundary
A packet transmission in the current frame at time txjk , in the worst case can
x . To prevent the end of the packet
cause interference till time txjk + G + τjk

transmission on the link causing maximum interference in future to cross the
subsequent frame, we impose the following constraint:

x
txjk + G + τjk
< 2T.

(4.12)

Note that the above constraint does not restrict the transmissions in the frame
to be fully contained within the frame.
4.2.4 Throughput
The average throughput S of a schedule with frame length T can be computed
by summing the total reception (or equivalently transmission) time on all the
nodes in the network in one frame duration T :
Λkj
N
1 Xh X X x i
S=
τkj .
T
j=1

(4.13)

(k,j)∈L x=1

4.2.5 Inclusion of packet headers
In practical modems, the packet consists of the header and payload. We can
x with τĎ
x
include the packet headers in the problem formulation by replacing τjk
jk

in all constraints except the objective function, where

x
x
τĎ
jk = tp + τjk
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x is the payload duration. We
and tp is the packet header duration whereas τjk

present the results including the non-negligible packet headers in Section 4.4.1.
4.2.6 Objective function
The objective considered in the recent work [2] is to minimize the frame length
T , and the packet duration is fixed. Even if the packet duration is considered
a variable, minimizing T , results in packet duration which are equal in size
for all transmissions to the lower bound set on the packet duration.

We

demonstrate this in Section 4.4 for a particular case. Minimizing T , prevents the
full exploitation of large propagation delays in UWA networks. To utilize the
degree of freedom that is provided by varying the packet duration, we formulate
a different objective which results in variable packet duration and eventually
a significant gain in throughput. We know the throughput upper bound is

N
2

from [1], i.e.,
S≤

NT − 2
⇒

N
⇒ N − 2S ≥ 0
2
N h P
P
j=1

ΛP
kj

(k,j)∈L x=1

T

x
τkj

(4.15)
i
≥ 0.

(4.16)

The numerator in the resulting equation shown in (4.16) is split into three
terms to show that it results in fractional idle time in a frame as shown
in (4.17). Note that the minimization of fractional idle time results in maximal
usage of the total time available in a frame and allows for multiple nodes to
transmit simultaneously without causing collisions. The objective function to be
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minimized as the fractional idle time in a frame is:

fMILFP

"
N n
X
1
=
NT −
T
j=1

Λjk
X X

x
+
τjk

{z

x
τkj

#
o

(4.17)

∀(k,j)∈L x=1

∀(j,k)∈L x=1

|

Λkj
X X

}

sum of TX Packet
duration from Node j

|

{z

}

sum of RX Packet
duration at Node j

where N is the total number of nodes in the network. The first term of the
numerator in (4.17) is the sum total time available including all the N nodes in
the network per frame. The rest comprises of two terms which constitute the
amount of time the network nodes are busy with transmissions and receptions.
The frame length T in the denominator of (4.17) prevents the frame length from
taking very small values resulting in trivial solutions. The objective function
in (4.17) is a ratio of two linear functions. This is a non-linear objective function
and together with the mixed-integer propagation delay constraints the problem
is a Mixed-Integer Linear Fractional Problem (MILFP) [97]:
"
min
s.t.

1
T

NT −

N n P
P
j=1

ΛP
jk

(j,k)∈L x=1

x
τjk

+

P

ΛP
kj

(k,j)∈L x=1

x
τkj

#
o

x − M pxy
txjk − tyli + τjk
jk,li ≤ −(Dji − Dli )

−txjk + tyli + τliy + M pxy
jk,li ≤ (Dji − Dli ) + M
x + T − M q xy
txjk − tyli + τjk
jk,li ≤ −(Dji − Dli )
xy
−txjk + tyli + τliy − T + M qjk,li
≤ (Dji − Dli ) + M
x − T − M r xy
txjk − tyli + τjk
jk,li ≤ −(Dji − Dli )
xy
−txjk + tyli + τliy + T + M rjk,li
≤ (Dji − Dli ) + M
x
x
−tx+1
jk + tjk + τjk ≤ 0
x
txjk + τjk
− 2T
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Algorithm 2 Parametric Algorithm
Initialization.
Set n = 1, w1 := 0,  = 10−4
for n = 1, 2, · · · do
Solve equivalent
n sub-problem
o
F (w) = min cT x + d − wn (eT x + f ) subject to constraints in (4.18)
if |F (wn )|≥  then
T ∗ +d
let wn+1 = ecT xx∗n+f
n
else
Stop, output x∗n as optimal solution and w∗ = wn as the optimal value
end if
end for
The domain of the variables in the above optimization problem are txjk , T ∈
xy
xy
R+ and pxy
jk,li , qjk,li , rjk,li ∈ {0, 1} ∀j, k, l, i ∈ {1, · · · , N }, (j, k), (l, i) ∈ L , x ∈
+
x ≤ ∞, where τ
{1, · · · Λjk }, y ∈ {1, · · · , Λli } and τlb ≤ τjk
lb ∈ R is the lower

bound set on the packet duration.
This formulation does not restrict the packet duration from being zero. This
might lead to unfair distribution of time with most time being assigned to the
nodes in the network such that the throughput is maximized. To ensure some
link fairness, a lower bound τlb on the packet duration for any transmission on
link (j, k) can be set to a non-zero value. This ensures that node j transmits to
node k atleast Λjk τlb s per frame.

4.3 MILFP Solution
A MILFP has an objective function which is a ratio of two linear functions
subject to mixed-integer linear constraints. The parametric algorithm based on
Newton’s method has been recently proposed as an efficient solution method to
MILFP problems [97], [98]. For the sake of brevity, let us denote the objective
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function in (4.17), which is a ratio of two linear functions, in a concise form as:

fMILFP

"
#
Λjk
Λkj
N n X X
o
X
X X
1
cT x + d
x
x
=
NT −
= T
τjk
+
τkj
T
e x+f
j=1

(j,k)∈L x=1

(4.19)

(k,j)∈L x=1

where x is the vector of variables and c, e are coefficients in the fractional linear
objective.
The main idea of this algorithm is to transform the original MILFP problem
into an equivalent parametric MILP problem F (w) as shown in Algorithm 2.
This problem has the same constraints but a different objective function
formulated as the numerator of the original objective function minus the
denominator multiplied by a parameter, w. One unique feature of the function
F (w) is that when F (w) = 0, the inner MILP problem has a unique optimal
solution which is exactly the same as the global optimal solution to the original
MILFP problem [98]. Based on this property of F (w), solving the MILFP
problem becomes equivalent to finding the root of the equation F (w) = 0.
Therefore, numerical root-finding approaches such as Newton’s method can be
applied to solve this problem.

4.4 Results
To demonstrate throughput gain, we first consider a realistic network geometry
from an at-sea experiment and then show the average throughput gain computed
over several random 3 node network deployments.

In order to show the

throughput gain that can be achieved by packet duration variability, we present
a comparative study between the following methods:
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Figure 4.2: UNET network node locations during the MISSION 2013 experiment
(deployment #1). White markers are network nodes. The geometry considered
for the case study is marked with the distances between the links.

• Time-slotted fixed packet duration solution – In this approach, we compute
the time-slotted transmission schedule to be used with optimal time slot
length and packet duration minimizing the guard times.

We use the

algorithm presented in [1] to compute the throughput optimal schedule
for the considered network geometry.
• Unslotted fixed packet duration solution – For this case, we consider the
MILP algorithm presented in [2] and compute throughput at the optimal
value of packet duration which is an unslotted schedule with the least frame
length.
• Variable packet duration with no time slotting solution – In this case, we
solve the MILFP shown in (4.18), which minimizes the fractional idle time
in a frame, using Algorithm 2 and calculate the throughput.
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4.4.1 Throughput gain - Sea-trial network geometry
The UNET network deployed (Fig. 4.2) during the MISSION 2013 experiment in
Singapore waters consisted of a UNET-II modem [99] (marked P21 in Fig. 4.2)
mounted below a barge and six UNET-PANDA nodes [100] deployed at various
locations within 2 × 2 km area around the barge. The modems labeled as
P21, P28 and P29 in Fig. 4.2 are node 1, node 2 and node 3 respectively
in the analysis. Given this network geometry, we schedule the links in L =
{(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 2), (1, 3), (3, 1)}. The corresponding propagation delays
are computed considering the speed of sound underwater c = 1540 m/s. For
the considered network geometry the distances among the nodes are marked as
shown in Fig. 4.2.
Time-slotted fixed packet duration solution
In order to compute the schedules using algorithm presented in [1], we require
the propagation delay between links in units of time slot length. Moreover,
the algorithm in [1] only accepts integer propagation delays as explained in
Chapter 3. The preliminary concepts and notation required to understand the
solution are already presented in Section 2.3. If the network has a non-integer
delay matrix, packets transmitted on the time slot boundaries may be received
across time slot boundaries. For a non-integer delay matrix D, the elements are
rounded off to yield an integer delay matrix D0 and the largest round off errors
in approximating Djk ’s to the nearest smaller and larger integer are denoted by
ρ+ and ρ− respectively and defined in (2.3) and (2.4).
Due to the approximations in the delay matrix, the guard intervals are
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needed at the start and end of the time slots.

ρ+ and ρ− are the worst

delay-approximations made. The packet transmission on the links with these
delay-approximations will either yield in early reception of the packet or a delayed
reception of the packet depending on whether propagation delay (in units of time
slot length τ ) of that link is approximated to a larger number or a smaller number
respectively. It is obvious that τ ρ− is the worst amount of time that must be
left before the transmission starts in order to prevent the early receptions and
τ ρ+ is the worst amount of time that must be left after the transmission ends in
the time slot, in order to prevent the delayed reception. Hence, we denote these
start and end guard times in the time slot by:

ts = τ ρ−

(4.20)

te = τ ρ+ .

(4.21)

Therefore, the maximum duration for which the time slot can be used for
transmission is given by,

τ − (ts + te ) = τ (1 − ρ− − ρ+ ).

(4.22)

An exhaustive search by varying the time slot length from τmin to τmax in steps
of size ∆x will provide the optimal time slot length τ and guard times ts , te ,
that can be used. ∆x is the smallest incremental duration in the packet length.
In practical modems, the step size ∆x depends on many factors like modulation
and coding scheme employed at the physical layer. We set ∆x = 1 ms while
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Table 4.1: Time-Slotted fixed packet duration solution
Parameter
τ∗
τ ∗ (1 − ρ− − ρ+ )
ts
te
Sρ

Value
204 ms
184 ms
19.03 ms
0.97 ms
1.35

performing the exhaustive search. In practice ∆x is usually larger than 1 ms
(e.g., in the UNET modem [99]), and hence our throughput estimate here is
intentionally optimistic. τmin and τmax are the minimum and maximum possible
time slot lengths, the values of which are constrained by the minimum or
maximum packet duration that can be set in the underwater acoustic modems.
The throughput Sρ is then computed using (2.10). Sρ is the number of successful
transmissions per time slot multiplied by the time slot efficiency. The time slot
length corresponding to the maximum value of the objective function is chosen
to be the optimal time slot length τ ∗ and corresponding packet duration is set.
Throughput sensitivity to the selection of time slot length is shown in Fig. 4.3
when schedules are computed using algorithm proposed in [1]. Time slot length
is varied from 1 ms to 1000 ms and for those time slot lengths which result in a
good approximation to integer delay matrix, the schedule is computed and the
corresponding throughput is plotted in the case of [1]. The optimal time slot
length and the corresponding throughput is marked in Fig. 4.3.
The time slot length τ is varied from τmin = 1 ms to τmax = 1000 ms and
∆x = 1 ms is set. The optimal value of time slot length and other parameters
are tabulated in Table 4.1. The delay matrix and the integer delay matrix
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corresponding to time slot length τ ∗ are:








1.9067 2.9666
 0
0 2 3








L
0



D = ∗ = 1.9067
, D = 2 0 3
0
3.0048

.
cτ








2.9666 3.0048
0
3 3 0

With this delay matrix, the optimal schedule is computed using the algorithm
presented in [1]. The frame length computed is T = 8 slots with each slot
duration τ ∗ = 204 ms. The throughput is calculated to be Sρ = 1.35. The
schedule is visualized in Fig. 4.5, using the optimal values computed for the
network setting. Since we know the time slot length, guard times and frame
length of the schedule, we can plot the transmitted packets, received packets
and interfered packets accurately in time at each node. We leave ts amount of
time before the start of the transmission in a transmitting slot and te amount of
time at the end of the transmission. In Fig. 4.5, it is clear that all the receptions
are interference-free as expected and all interfering packets are aligned with the
transmitting slots.
Unslotted fixed packet duration solution
In [2], the scheduling problem is formulated as a MILP and the objective function
considered for minimization is frame length T . The packet duration is fixed. In
order to find the optimal packet duration resulting in the maximum throughput
we vary the packet duration similar to the time slot length in Section 4.4.1
in steps of 1 ms. For each value of fixed packet duration set, we compute
the schedule and the corresponding throughput. The throughput computed
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Table 4.2: Unslotted fixed packet duration solution
Link
(1, 2)
(2, 1)
(2, 3)
(3, 2)
(1, 3)
(3, 1)

Transmission Start Time (s)
3.2676
2.0495
0.1422
0.0683
1.3604
3.7405

Packet Duration (s)
0.539
0.539
0.539
0.539
0.539
0.539

Figure 4.3: Throughput sensitivity to time slot length while using the algorithm
in [1] and to packet duration while using the algorithm in [2].

is plotted against the packet duration values and shown in Fig. 4.3.

The

optimal packet duration and the corresponding throughput is marked in Fig. 4.3.
The transmission start times in the schedule at the optimal packet duration is
tabulated in Table 4.2.

The frame length is T = 2.4462 s. Throughput S is

computed from (4.13), S = 1.3220. The optimal schedule computed is visualized
in Fig. 4.6. To visualize the schedule we plot the transmission and reception
events in time based on the transmission times, propagation delay information
and the packet duration computed. Also, note that all the receptions in the
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Figure 4.4: Throughput comparison when using proposed MILFP technique
resulting in unslotted variable packet duration schedules for the considered
sea-trial network geometry.

schedule shown in Fig. 4.6 are interference-free and most of the interference
aligns with the transmission times. The lower bound on the packet duration is
set to different values and the solution still results in all transmissions with equal
value, same as the lower bound set.
Note that even if the packet duration is considered a variable in the MILP
in [2], the packet duration values in the resulting solution are equal to the lower
bound set on the packet duration. The reason for all the transmission duration
to be same in this case is due to the choice of the objective function which is
the frame length T . If the frame length is minimized, the packet duration of
all transmissions contributing to the frame length have to be the least possible
values that they can have. Therefore, frame length is not a good choice if the
potential of exploiting the large propagation delays need to be studied, since this
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Time-Slotted Fixed Packet Duration Schedule Visualization
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3.06
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Figure 4.5: Schedule visualization with fixed time slot length and packet
duration. The guard times set in the time slot take care of the early receptions
and delayed receptions problem due to the approximations made in the delay
matrix. Throughput achieved is 1.35.
Unslotted Fixed Packet Duration Schedule Visualization
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Figure 4.6: Schedule visualization for unslotted fixed packet duration schedule.
Note that all the packet transmissions are of equal size - 539 ms. Throughput
computed is 1.32.

formulation will not allow the variability in the packet duration.
Variable packet duration with no time slotting solution
Next, we consider the solution resulting from solving (4.18) using Algorithm 2.
x is
• Uniform packet traffic demand : The lower bound on packet duration τjk

set to 0 and the packet traffic demand considered is 1 packet/frame on each
link. For the considered setting, the transmission times and corresponding
packet duration are tabulated in Table 4.3. The frame length computed
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Unslotted Variable Packet Duration Schedule Visualization
Link (1,2)
TX Time
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4.4195
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Figure 4.7: Schedule visualization with variable packet duration. Note that there
are no time slots and the transmission times and packet lengths are such that the
total idle time is minimized. Throughput achieved is 1.484, which is significantly
closer to the upper bound on the throughput.

is T = 1.6071 s. Throughput, S is computed from (4.13), S = 1.484.
Note that, the throughput computed in this case is significantly closer
to the upper bound

N
2

(which is 1.5) as compared to the throughput

computed in the previous section with fixed packet duration and time slot
length as shown in Fig. 4.4. The reason for an increase in the throughput
from the previous case is the variability in the packet duration. From
Fig. 4.7, it is clear that by varying the packet duration the transmissions
and receptions on each node can be scheduled in such a way that the total
idle time is minimized while exploiting the large propagation delays. This
results in the throughput gain. Note that all the receptions in Fig. 4.7 are
interference-free and the interfering packets are aligned with the duration in
which the nodes are busy transmitting. However, the packet traffic demand
was set to be one packet for each link for this example. The schedule found
is optimal given the network geometry and the packet traffic demand. Do
note that one of the packet duration on the link (2, 1) is 0. This essentially
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Table 4.3: Variable packet duration solution
Link
(1, 2)
(2, 1)
(2, 3)
(3, 2)
(1, 3)
(3, 1)

Transmission Start Time (s)
1.4266
0.9864
0.9864
0.7701
2.2045
0.3890

Packet Duration (s)
0.7779
0
0.3968
0.4325
0.3968
0.3812

Table 4.4: Variable packet duration solution with packet headers
Link
(1, 2)
(2, 1)
(2, 3)
(3, 2)
(1, 3)
(3, 1)

Transmission Start Time (s)
0.0278
1.1947
1.2304
1.0142
0.8057
0.6330

Payload Duration (s)
0.7579
0.0157
0.3768
0.3768
0.4125
0.3255

means that the transmission on this link does not take place. We did not
constraint the problem in (4.18) with the requirement for any minimum
duration for which each link needs to be served. This can be easily added
by setting a positive lower bound on the packet duration.
• Non-negligible packet headers: Next, let us consider including the packet
headers in the problem as explained in Section 4.2.5. Note that inclusion of
packet headers is needed if the packet duration values lesser than the packet
header lengths is to be prevented in the resulting solution. The provision
to include this in the problem allows us to find schedules such that the
packet duration in the solution is at least greater than the packet header
lengths. The propagation delay constraints (4.3) & (4.4) after including
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packet header tp are as follows:

x
txjk + βT + (tp + τjk
) + Dji ≤ tyli + Dli

(4.23)

(or)
txjk + βT + Dji ≥ tyli + (tp + τliy ) + Dli

(4.24)

∀{(j, k), (l, i) ∈ L}. The constraints are transformed and the corresponding
MILFP is setup. The objective function need not be changed since the total
time contributed by the packet headers of each transmission and reception
is considered as the idle time and is a constant for known packet header
duration.
We set the packet header duration to be 20 ms and leave all other settings
same as in the previous section. The optimal solution with transmission
times and the packet duration is computed and tabulated in Table 4.4.
The frame length in the solution is expected to be no lesser than its value
computed without considering the packet headers. In this case, the frame
length computed remains same, T = 1.6071 s, however, with a different
schedule as can be observed from the value of transmission times and the
corresponding packet duration. The throughput is calculated, S = 1.4094.
Note that this throughput should not be compared against the upper bound
1.5, since with the inclusion of packet headers, this upper bound can never
be achieved. However, if we consider the channel utilization, the total
packet duration can be considered and can be compared to 1.5. The total
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Figure 4.8: Average throughput is computed over 100 network geometries
with 3 nodes and 6 links to compare against the known upper bound on the
throughput.

channel utilization is 1.484 which is much closer to the upper bound. Also
note that for this case the channel utilization remains the same to the
case without the packet header consideration, however with a different
schedule (see Table 4.4). The packet duration for the transmission on link
(2, 1) in the case without the packet headers was 0 (see Table 4.3), while
after considering the packet headers, on the same link (2, 1), the payload
duration is 15.7 ms.
Sρ , with the inclusion of packet headers, is computed by modifying (2.10)
to consider only payload duration:

Sρ =

tp
Z
(1 − ρ− − ρ+ − ).
T
τ
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The optimal values of time slot length and other parameters are computed
similarly as explained in Section 4.4.1. The throughput Sρ = 1.205 is
computed with tp = 20 ms as compared to S = 1.4094 with variability in
packet duration. This shows that the solution provided by MILFP (4.18),
better utilizes the large propagation delay in UWA networks.
To summarize the results, the computed throughput for the considered sea-trial
network geometry using the algorithms from [1], [2] and MILFP (4.18) are shown
in Fig. 4.4. Note that allowing variability in the packet duration resulted in a
throughput much closer to the upper bound 1.5.
4.4.2 Throughput gain - Randomly deployed network geometries
To generalize the results obtained for the 3 node sea-trial network geometry,
we consider an equilateral triangle network for which the optimal schedule and
throughput is known from [1] and randomly perturb the locations of the nodes
in the network within a circle of radius r. For an equilateral triangle network,
the optimal throughput is 1.5 and can be achieved when the optimal schedule
is adopted [1]. However, the random perturbations in the location of nodes
effect the throughput. The propagation delay on each of the link is set to 1 s.
The perturbations in the node locations causing a change in the propagation
delay of at most 0.2 s is considered, i.e., the propagation delay on each link
may lie between 0.8 s to 1.2 s and is uniformly chosen in each instance. The
algorithms from [1], [2] and MILFP (4.18) are used to compute the schedules
and the corresponding throughput. The average throughput is computed over
100 such random instances. The comparison is shown in Fig. 4.8. Note that
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the results from [1] and [2] almost remain the same, however, the significant
gain in the throughput is observed when the variability in the packet duration is
allowed. The error bars using the standard deviation of the throughput values is
also shown. Note that the average throughput computed using MILFP algorithm
results in greater throughput with a smaller deviation and it is evident that the
variability in the packet duration causes the network throughput to be much
closer to the upper bound.

4.5 Network Geometries with Arbitrary Traffic Demands
In this section, we present optimal schedules for some network geometries,
given arbitrary packet traffic demands with an objective to study the effect of
packet traffic demands and to provide insights by comparing the similarities and
differences with schedules computed in [1]. We elucidate these objectives here:
• Effect of packet traffic demand: The throughput optimal schedules are
already known for the network geometries that are considered here,
from [1].

We study the effect of including the traffic demands on

these throughput optimal schedules.

This setup is more practical,

since, in reality, the traffic demands are derived from user requirements.
The results in [1] only select those links for transmission which are
throughput-maximizing.

However, the problem formulation in (4.18),

allows us to select the links and the corresponding packet traffic demands.
The lower bound on the packet duration can be set to a non-zero value
to ensure minimum link fairness. This gives us control on the minimum
fairness level to be maintained for all the links considered for scheduling.
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We demonstrate these features of the algorithm in this section.
• Schedule matrix representation of MILFP solution:

Since all the

network geometries considered in this section for illustration have integer
propagation delays among the links, the schedules found by solving (4.18)
results in equal packet duration. Therefore, the solution can be represented
in the form of a time-slotted schedule by simply setting the time slot
length equal to the packet duration. This will be helpful in comparing
the schedules computed with the time-slotted schedules in [1], which can
be represented in the matrix form and are elucidated in Section 2.3. This
provides insights on the similarity in the results obtained from [1] and
the proposed MILFP algorithm. Note that solving the MILFP presented
in (4.18) can be represented in the form of schedule matrix only because
the solution for the considered network geometries in this section result in
equal packet duration and thus provides an opportunity to compare the
solutions and appreciate the similarity and differences among them.
4.5.1 Illustrative network geometries
For each network geometry, we consider two different sets of packet traffic
demands denoted by Λ1 and Λ2 . Each set Λ1 and Λ2 contains the packet traffic
demand for each link l ∈ L. For example, Λ1l packets/frame is the packet traffic
demand on link l from the first set and Λ2l packets/frame is the packet traffic
demand on link l from the second set. Table 4.5 lists the arbitrarily set packet
traffic demands for the networks considered. For example Λ2(1,2) = 3 for the
equilateral triangle network in Table 4.5 implies that, there must be three packet
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Table 4.5: Arbitrary packet traffic demands for illustrative
network geometries considered
Equilateral Triangle
Propagation

Packet Traffic

Propagation

Demand

Delay (s)

Delay (s)

Link

Isosceles Triangle

Λ1l

Λ2l

Linear Network

Packet Traffic

Propagation

Demand

Delay (s)

Λ1l

Λ2l

Packet Traffic
Demand
Λ1l

Λ2l

pkts/frame

pkts/frame

pkts/frame

pkts/frame

pkts/frame

pkts/frame

(1, 2)

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

2

(2, 1)

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

(2, 3)

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

(3, 2)

1

1

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

(1, 3)

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

(3, 1)

1

1

3

2

1

2

2

1

1

Table 4.6: Optimal schedules for equilateral triangle network
geometry
Λ1l packets/frame

Λ2l packets/frame

Link

Transmission Time (s)

Packet Duration (s)

Transmission Time (s)

Packet Duration (s)

(1, 2)

t112 = 0

1 =1
τ12

t112 = 3, t212 = 6, t312 = 7

1 = 1, τ 2 = 1, τ 3 = 1
τ12
12
12

(2, 1)

t121 = 0

1 =1
τ21

t121 = 3

1 =1
τ21

(2, 3)

t123 = 3

1 =1
τ23

t123 = 1, t223 = 5

1 = 1, τ 2 = 1
τ23
23

(3, 2)

t132 = 1

1 =1
τ32

t132 = 1, t232 = 5

1 = 1, τ 2 = 1
τ32
32

(1, 3)

t113 = 2

1 =1
τ13

t113 = 2

1 =1
τ13

(3, 1)

t131 = 2

1 =1
τ31

t131 = 0, t231 = 4, t331 = 8

1 = 1, τ 2 = 1, τ 3 = 1
τ31
31
31

Equivalent Schedule Matrix


W(4)

Equivalent Schedule Matrix

 2 −2 3 −3





=
 1 −1 −3 3 




−2 2
1 −1

W(9)

Throughput
⇒S=

6
4





2 −2 −3 2
2
0
−3 −3 3





= 0
3 −3 1 −1 3 −3 −1 −1





1
2 −2 −1 1
2 −2 0
1
Throughput
⇒S=

= 1.5

transmissions on link (1, 2) per frame.
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Table 4.7:
geometry

Optimal schedules for isosceles triangle network

Λ1l packets/frame

Λ2l packets/frame

Link

Transmission Time (s)

Packet Duration (s)

Transmission Time (s)

Packet Duration (s)

(1, 2)

t112 = 0

1 =1
τ12

t112 = 0

1 =1
τ12

(2, 1)

t121 = 2

1 =1
τ21

t121 = 0, t221 = 2

1 = 1, τ 2 = 1
τ21
21

(2, 3)

t123 = 3

1 =1
τ23

t123 = 3

1 =1
τ23

(3, 2)

t132 = 2

1 =1
τ32

t132 = 2, t232 = 4

1 = 1, τ 2 = 1
τ32
32

(1, 3)

t113 = 1

1 =1
τ13

t113 = 6

1 =1
τ13

(3, 1)

t131 = 0

1 =1
τ31

t131 = 0, t231 = 3

1 = 1, τ 2 = 1
τ31
31

Equivalent Schedule Matrix


W(4)

Equivalent Schedule Matrix


3 −3 −2
2




=
3
−3 −1 1





1 −2 2 −1

W(7)

Throughput
6
4

⇒S=



2 −2 −3 −2 0 −3 3 




=
3 −3 0 −3
1 −1 1





1 −1 2
1
2 −2 0
Throughput
⇒S=

= 1.5

9
7

= 1.2857

Table 4.8: Optimal schedules for linear network geometry
Λ1l packets/frame

Λ2l packets/frame

Link

Transmission Time (s)

Packet Duration (s)

Transmission Time (s)

Packet Duration (s)

(1, 2)

t112 = 1

1 =1
τ12

t112 = 0, t212 = 6

1 = 1, τ 2 = 1
τ12
12

(2, 1)

t121 = 1

1 =0
τ21

t121 = 0

1 =1
τ21

(2, 3)

t123 = 0

1 =1
τ23

t123 = 3, t223 = 6

1 = 1, τ 2 = 1
τ23
23

(3, 2)

t132 = 2

1 =0
τ32

t132 = 1

1 =1
τ32

(1, 3)

t113 = 0

1 =1
τ13

t113 = 3, t213 = 4

1 = 1,τ 2 = 1
τ13
13

(3, 1)

t131 = 0

1 =1
τ31

t131 = 3

1 =1
τ31

Equivalent Schedule Matrix


W(3)

Equivalent Schedule Matrix


3 2 −3





=
3 0 −1




1 −2 −1

W(8)

Throughput
⇒S=

4
3

Throughput
⇒S=

= 1.33
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0
2 −2 0 3 3 −3 2




=
0
3 −1

1 −1 −3 3 0




0 2
0 1 −2 −1 −1 −2

9
8

= 1.12
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Equilateral triangle
Consider an equilateral triangle shaped network geometry with the propagation
delay between the links set as 1 s. We consider two different sets of packet traffic
demands as shown in Table 4.5. The delay matrix2 for a three node equilateral
triangle network geometry is:




0 1 1





D = 1 0 1





1 1 0

and the optimal schedules computed by solving (4.18) for the packet traffic
demands Λ1l and Λ2l are represented in Table 4.6. Moreover, the solution is
also represented in the form of the schedule matrix W to compare it with the
solution in [1].
1. Λ1l packets/frame: The six links considered must be scheduled once in the
frame. The solution found is listed in the Table 4.6, the frame length
computed is T = 4. The transmission times and packet duration listed
in Table 4.6 is represented in the form of the schedule matrix denoted as
W(4) . Note that, there are 6 positive entries per frame of length T = 4 s
indicating 6 successful transmissions per frame, and hence the throughput
is computed as S =

6
4

= 1.5. The throughput optimal schedule computed

in [1] is the same schedule as shown in Table 4.6 for the equilateral
2

Note, in this section, the elements of the delay matrix are in units of seconds and not in
units of time slot length as considered in Section 4.4.1. We present the propagation delays in
the form of the delay matrix only for maintaining uniformity with the representation in [1].
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triangle where only the throughput-maximizing links are chosen. This
shows that selection of Λ1l packet traffic demand is throughput optimal for
the considered equilateral triangle network geometry.
2. Λ2l packets/frame: For this case, the six links are scheduled as many
times as represented in the column Λ2l packets/frame of Table 4.5. The
transmission times and packet duration is shown in Table 4.6 along with
the equivalent schedule matrix W(9) . The frame length computed is T = 9.
The formulation allows us to compute such schedules with arbitrary traffic
demands which is not possible using the algorithm from [1]. Note that,
the schedule computed has 3 idle slots and the throughput computed is
1.33, which is although greater than 1, is lesser than the throughput upper
bound.
Isosceles triangle
Next, we consider an isosceles triangle shaped network geometry with the delay
matrix as shown below:




0 1 2





D = 1 0 2





2 2 0

We consider again two different sets of packet traffic demands as shown in
Table 4.5.
1. Λ1l packets/frame: Again the six links considered must be scheduled once
in the frame for this case. The frame length computed is T = 4 and
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throughput S is 1.5. The equivalent schedule matrix along with the MILFP
solution is shown in Table 4.7. The schedule W(4) computed for this case is
significantly different from the optimal schedule found for the same network
geometry in [1]. Although both the schedules are throughput optimal, the
difference is the frame length.
2. Λ2l packets/frame: Next, we consider each of the six links to be scheduled
as per the packet traffic demand listed in Λ2l column of Table 4.5. The lower
bound (τlb ) on the packet duration is set to 1 s for this case to ensure that
each link transmits at least 1 s. We expect to find schedules in which the
packet traffic demand is satisfied along with the minimum packet duration
requirement. The frame length is computed to be T = 7, and the optimal
solution is represented in Table 4.7. Note that, all the six links considered
are active for 1 s and the packet traffic demand is also satisfied, i.e., the
links (2, 1), (3, 2) and (3, 1) each transmit twice in the frame along with
the rest of the links, which transmitted one packet per frame as required.
Linear network
Now we consider a 3 Node linear network with the delay matrix:




0 1 2





D = 1 0 1





2 1 0

The different packet traffic demands are shown in Table 4.5. The corresponding
schedule is computed again by solving (4.18).
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1. Λ1l packets/frame: For this case, we compute the schedules with both τlb =
0 and 1 s. In Table 4.8, we present the schedule with lower bound τlb set
to 0. When τlb is set to 1 s, the optimal schedule matrix computed is:

W(6)



 2 −2 3 3 −3 −3




8
=
3
 1 −1 −3 0 0
 ⇒ S = 6 = 1.33.




−2 2
1 1 −1 −1

(4.26)

The schedule computed is significantly different from the result in [1].
The schedule from [1] for the same linear network is same as shown in
Table 4.8. Note that, for the schedule from [1], the links (2, 1) and (3, 2)
are not scheduled. The reason is, the algorithm in [1], only selects the
throughput-maximizing links. However, we solve the MILFP (4.18), by
setting τlb = 1 s and Λ1l packets/frame on each link, to make sure that all
the links are scheduled atleast once with packet duration of at least 1 s.
Therefore, we see that links (2, 1) and (3, 2) are scheduled with a packet
duration of atleast 1 s in W(6) as shown in (4.26).
2. Λ2l packets/frame: Similarly, we also present the MILFP solution and the
equivalent schedule matrix with τlb = 1 s for this case as shown in Table 4.8.
The frame length computed is T = 8, with throughput S = 1.12.
These examples demonstrate that the control provided by this formulation
is necessary to compute useful schedules for many application scenarios with
different traffic demands.
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4.6 Scalability & Complexity Analysis
In Section 4.4, we considered an UWA network with single collision domain
and demonstrated that unslotted schedules with variable packet duration result
in throughput closer to the upper bound and outperform the state-of-the-art
centralized algorithms presented in [1] and [2].

The proposed MILFP is a

centralized algorithm and schedules are computed offline.

The maximum

network size (in terms of the number of nodes and links) for which MILFP
can be solved in a reasonable amount of time is of interest. In order to study the
scalability of the algorithm with the number of nodes and links in the network, we
compute schedules for much larger multi-hop networks. The proposed algorithm
is general enough to be used for finding schedules for multi-hop UWA networks
with multiple partially overlapping collision domains. We consider multi-hop
multi-line grid networks as shown in Fig. 4.9 (also considered in [3]) and compute
the schedules using (4.18) as the number of nodes in the network increases.
Multi-hop multi-line grid topology consists of parallel lines with regularly placed
nodes. Messages originate from the first node on each line and are destined to
the final node on the same line. Intermediate nodes act as relay nodes which
receive the incoming packets, decode them and retransmit them to the next hop
until they reach the final destination node. The spacing between neighboring
nodes on the same line corresponds to a propagation delay of 1 s and the distance
separating every two adjacent lines correspond to the propagation delay of 2 s
(see [3] for details). The ratio of interference range to the communication range α
is set to 2 and hence a transmission on a link with propagation delay 1 s among
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Figure 4.9: Regular N-node multi-line grid network with uniformly spaced nodes.

them interferes with the node on the adjacent line to which the propagation
delay is 2 s. For a multi-hop network, multiple partially overlapping collision
domains exist and the problem formulation presented in Section 4.2 allows us to
enumerate the propagation delay constraints for such case.
The classical approach for solving MILP with binary variables used in
Algortihm 2, is the tree search by a Branch & Bound algorithm with linear
programming relaxation, which generally has an exponential complexity in the
worst case. An indicator that can be quantified for indicating the complexity
of the problem formulated is the number of binary variables b required. We
can compute b in terms of number of nodes N , number of links to be scheduled
|L| and the packet traffic demand Λjk on each link (j, k) ∈ L. The number of
binary variables depends on the number of link pairs (j, k), (l, i) ∈ L such that
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Figure 4.10: Scalability with number of nodes and links in a multi-hop multi-line
grid network using MILFP.

Figure 4.11: Computation time with number of nodes and links in a multi-hop
multi-line grid network using MILFP.

the condition Dji ≤ αDjk is satisfied. For a single collision domain network, any
transmission on a particular link (j, k) causes interference to all other nodes.
Therefore, the case of single collision domain presents the worst case for which
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the number of binary variables is computed as follows:

b = (2β + 1)

 X

(

X

Λjk Λli )



(4.27)

∀(j,k)∈L ∀(l,i)6=(j,k)
∈L

where β takes the maximum value for which the propagation delay constraints
are enumerated in the MILFP (4.18). It is worth noting that the number of
binary variables b scale on the order of the square of the number of links in L.
To see this, consider the case of a single collision domain network with packet
traffic demand Λjk = 1 packet/frame ∀(j, k) ∈ L. For this case, with β = 1 and
using (4.27), we compute the number of binary variables to be

b = 3|L|(|L|−1).

(4.28)

We vary the number of nodes from 9 to 42 for the grid networks considered
with 3 lines, 4 lines and 5 lines. Note that for an N node multi-hop multi-line
grid network with η parallel lines there are N − η links to be scheduled. The
MILFP (4.18) is solved for a minimum of 6 links to a maximum of 39 links.
The optimal solution computed always corresponds to the maximum achievable
throughput (see Fig. 4.10) for the network and can be verified from the results
in [3]. For the case with N = 42 nodes and 39 links, the number of binary
variables b is computed to be 549, the number of constraints listed were 1176 and
the total number of variables in the problem were 629. We use MOSEK optimizer
with MATLAB on an iMac with 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5 quad-core processor to
solve the MILP in Algorithm 2. The computation time in seconds for each
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case is plotted in Fig. 4.11 and can be seen that the optimal schedules are
computed in reasonable time for all these networks. Note that these times only
give a rough idea of time taken to solve the MILFP on a particular machine.
For 42 nodes with 39 links the MILFP converges to the optimal solution in
approximately 167 seconds. Also, note that in practice UWA networks are not as
large as considered in this analysis and hence the proposed centralized algorithm
provides a good alternative for providing better benchmarks in computing
throughput-maximizing schedules.

4.7 Region of Operation - Exploiting Large Propagation Delays
In the previous sections, we have demonstrated that allowing variability in the
packet duration significant throughput gains can be achieved and presented
that proposed MILFP outperforms other state-of-the-art centralized algorithms.
However, under what conditions can we exploit large propagation delay to
achieve throughput gains? In this section, we show that only when the packet
duration used for transmissions is comparable to the link propagation delay in
the network, achievable throughput is greater than what can be achieved in the
terrestrial wireless networks with negligible propagation delay. We study the
region in which the network must be operated in, to take advantage of the large
propagation delay.
Proposition
Assuming the frame length of a schedule to be greater than the girth of a single
collision domain network, i.e., T > G, the upper bound on the throughput of
any arbitrary network geometry is found by solving (4.18) with the lower bound
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Figure 4.12: Sea-trial network geometry.

τlb on the packet duration set to 0.
Proof
Let the feasible set for the problem (4.18) be denoted by F when τlb = 0, and
denote the feasible set by F 0 when τlb > 0. Since, the feasible set F with relaxed
lower bound includes the feasible set F 0 with some positive lower bound, i.e.,

F0 ⊆ F

(4.29)

the optimal value of the problem with relaxation on the lower bound must be
always less than or equal to the optimal value of the problem with some set
positive lower bound. In other words, the throughput computed with τlb > 0,
can be no greater than the throughput computed with τlb = 0.
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Figure 4.13: Isosceles triangle network geometry.

4.7.1 Simulation results
We study the region in which the network must be operated in order to achieve
the throughput gains due to the presence of large propagation delays.

To

study this, we consider two network geometries – a sea-trial network geometry
shown in Fig. 4.2 and an isosceles triangle shaped network geometry.

The

propagation delay corresponding to the links are as shown in Table 4.9. We
vary the lower bound (τlb ) on packet duration and compute the schedules and
the corresponding throughput for both the network geometries considered. The
resulting throughput is plotted and shown in Fig. 4.12 and 4.13. We present the
following observations and insights from the simulation results:
1. For both the network geometries, the highest throughput is achieved when
τlb = 0 and supports the proposition. The value of throughput is 1.484 for
the sea-trial network geometry and is 1.5 for the isosceles triangle shaped
network geometry. τlb = 0 provides the maximum degree of freedom in the
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Table 4.9: Link propagation delays
Link
(1, 2)
(2, 1)
(2, 3)
(3, 2)
(1, 3)
(3, 1)

Sea-Trial Network (s)
0.3890
0.3890
0.6130
0.6130
0.6052
0.6052

Isosceles Triangle (s)
1
1
2
2
2
2

variability of the packet duration and hence leads to maximum throughput.
Theoretically, this might cause some of the packet lengths to be zero.
However, the lower bound on the packet duration can be increased to
a non-zero value based on the minimum duration that each node must
transmit per frame.
2. Throughput is a non-increasing function of the lower bound on the packet
duration. For example, it remains at 1.5 till the value of τlb = 1, in the
case of isosceles shaped network geometry and then reduces further as the
lower bound is increased.
3. For terrestrial wireless networks using radio-frequency waves, the highest
throughput that can be achieved is not greater than 1. Both in Fig. 4.12
and Fig. 4.13, we see that the shaded region is where the throughput is
higher than the throughput achievable in terrestrial wireless networks.
4. Throughput reduces to 1 for both the network geometries when,

τlb > max Djk .
∀(j,k)∈L

(4.30)

So, only when the packet durations are less than the maximum propagation
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delay in the network, throughput gain is possible. In fact, this is the
definition of the large propagation delay, since large propagation delays
are relative to the transmission duration considered.

4.8 Summary
We

formulated

an

optimization

throughput-maximizing schedules.

problem

with

the

goal

of

finding

We exploited large propagation delays

by minimizing the fractional idle time in a frame, given the packet traffic
demands on the links considered in a practical UWA network. In contrast to
the approach where the minimum length schedules are computed by minimizing
the frame length, we considered the fractional idle time to allow variability in
the packet transmission duration. We presented and visualized the time-slotted
fixed packet duration solution and compared it with the proposed MILFP
solution resulting in schedules with no time slots and variable packet duration.
The variability in the packet duration was crucial in achieving the throughput
gain, thereby resulting in throughput closer to the upper bound

N
2.

The

proposed algorithm outperformed the existing state-of-the-art methods to find
schedules exploiting the large propagation delays. We computed schedules for
some illustrative network geometries with arbitrary packet traffic demands and
compared it with the previous work. The centralized algorithm proposed is used
to compute schedules for multi-hop multi-line grid networks to demonstrate the
scalability of the algorithm. We studied the operating region for UWA networks
in which, throughput gains due to the large propagation delays can be achieved.
We presented throughput behavior, as the lower bound on packet duration
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is varied. This study provided insights and quantified the regions where the
propagation delays and transmission duration are comparable. The results are
presented to confirm the benefits of unslotted variable packet duration schedules
in maximizing throughput for arbitrary UWA networks.
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Chapter 5
Robust & Unslotted Schedules for Practical Multihop
Grid Networks

In Chapter 4, unslotted schedules with variable packet lengths are computed
which outperform the current state-of-the-art time-slotted and unslotted
schedules.

We considered in Section 4.6, the scalability analysis of the

algorithm and presented the solutions for much larger multi-hop multi-line grid
networks. In this chapter, we present an in-depth study of practical multi-hop
multi-line grid networks in presence of propagation delay uncertainties. We
systematically generalize the assumptions in [3] and propose an algorithm to
compute throughput-maximizing schedules for practical grid networks which
perform better than the current state-of-the-art. The work presented in this
chapter is published in [101], [102].
When operating over a large area, the multi-line grid topology with multi-hop
relaying can be considered for providing high-rate services [3].

Moreover,

multi-hop transmissions in which a longer distance is divided into multiple
shorter hops, offer favorable bandwidth and path loss conditions than longer hops
with larger transmission power [51], [103]. Multi-line grid topology considered
in [3] consists of parallel lines with regularly placed nodes. Messages originate
from the first node on each line and are destined to the final node on the
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same line. Intermediate nodes act as relay nodes which receive the incoming
packets, decode them and retransmit them to the next hop, until they reach
the final destination node. For multi-hop networks with half-duplex underwater
acoustic modems acting as the relays and with the interference among hops due
to the broadcast nature of the acoustic channel, characterizing the capacity of
the network is an extremely difficult problem [104]. However, the throughput
upper bound was established in [3] for a particular network setting with a regular
N -node multi-line grid network. The spacing between neighboring nodes on the
same line was considered to be one unit and the distance separating every two
adjacent lines to be two units. The motivation for using such a multi-hop network
and the features of grid topology are elaborated in [3]. Although, the study in [3]
provides significant insights into exploiting the large propagation delay in regular
multi-line grid network, there are a few assumptions which when generalized,
lead to more complex and interesting problems, the solution of which cannot be
directly obtained from the techniques presented in [3]. We consider two such
problems:
• Irregularity due to deployment:

The deployment of the nodes while

maintaining the regularity of the grid networks is extremely difficult. It is
not surprising to end up with a grid network which has the distance matrix
close to the desired matrix, but not exactly the same after deployment. The
assumptions on the regular spacing between the nodes will no longer be
valid. This results in non-integer propagation delays among the nodes
in contrast to the integer propagation delays considered in [3].
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schedules can be computed by approximating the non-integer propagation
delays to the nearest integers as proposed in [1]. However, due to this
approximation, we have to allocate sufficient guard times at the start and
end of the time slots to prevent early and delayed receptions within the time
slots [1], [105]. The approximations are the cause for inefficient utilization
of slots thereby reducing the throughput.

The time-slotted nature of

the solution constrains the transmissions to be strictly within the time
slots. We propose unslotted transmission schedules for the practical grid
networks considered by formulating the scheduling problem as a MILFP
and compute schedules which do not require explicit transmission slots to
transmit.
• Propagation delay uncertainties: Propagation delay is assumed to be
known with absolute certainty in [3]. However, uncertainties in propagation
delay between the nodes exist, arising from slight drift of nodes around
the deployed locations due to varying ocean current, and uncertainty in
the measurement of exact location of the underwater nodes. Moreover,
propagation delay underwater is parameterized by temperature, salinity,
depth, etc. [106]. Any changes in these physical parameters might also
cause uncertainty in the assumed propagation delay values. We include
these uncertainties in the model proposed and formulate a MILFP to
compute schedules which are robust to such uncertainties.
We first demonstrate the throughput gains that can be achieved in grid networks
using unslotted schedules and compare this to the state-of-the-art time-slotted
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Figure 5.1: Practical N-node multi-line grid network with unevenly spaced nodes.

schedules presented in [3]. We derive the necessary condition for the proposed
algorithm to always perform better than the time-slotted solution.

Next,

we demonstrate that proposed schedules are robust under propagation delay
uncertainties.

5.1 System Model and Assumptions
The system model and assumptions are as follows:
1. We consider N -node multi-line grid network with multi-hop relaying and
non-negligible propagation delay among the nodes (see Fig. 4.9 & 5.1).
Each node i ∈ {1, · · · , N } is a half-duplex underwater acoustic modem, i.e.,
the node cannot receive and transmit simultaneously. All the transmissions
are assumed to be unicast and intended to their corresponding destinations,
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i.e., the node cannot receive from or transmit to more than one node
simultaneously.
2. The number of independent node lines in the network is η
1.

≥

Information-bearing data packets originate from the source nodes

1, 2, · · · , η at one end of the line and are relayed hop by hop to the
destination nodes N − η + 1, N − η + 2, · · · , N at the other end of the
line as illustrated in Fig. 4.9 & 5.1.
3. Due to the architecture of the network and the information flow, the links
considered for the transmission of the data packets are fixed, given N and
η. We denote the set of these directed links by Ls and the set of all
possible links in the network by L. Each link in the set L or Ls can be
explicitly written as a 2-tuple (j, k) which represents a link where node
j is the transmitter and node k is the receiver. The propagation delay
corresponding to link (j, k) is Djk units.
4. The nodes in the network are intended to be deployed such that all the
links in a line have a unit propagation delay and the adjacent node lines
are separated by two units of propagation delay (similar to [3]) as shown in
Fig. 4.9. However, in actual deployment, the nodes are slightly displaced
from the regular grid alignment (see Fig. 5.1). The propagation delay Djk
corresponds to the measured delay after the deployment of nodes, i.e., Djk
is close to 1 unit but not exactly 1:

bDjk e = 1 ∀ (j, k) ∈ Ls
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where b·e denotes the operation to round off the value to the closest integer.
5. We also consider the uncertainty in the propagation delay due to reasons
such as node mobility because of ocean currents, uncertainty in the
measurement of exact deployed locations and physical changes in the ocean
environment. We model the uncertainty or variation in the propagation
delay by assuming that they are known to lie in a given set. Specifically,
the uncertain propagation delay denoted by D̂jk for each link (j, k) ∈ L is
associated with an uncertainty set denoted by Djk , i.e., D̂jk ∈ Djk ∀(j, k) ∈
L.
6. To characterize the uncertainty set Djk , we formulate the uncertainty in
the deployed locations to lie in a Euclidean ball [107] defined as:

B(xi , ri ) = {xi + ri u|kuk2 ≤ 1}, i ∈ 1, · · · , N .

(5.2)

The vector xi is the center of the ball denoting the expected location of
deployment of node i and the scalar ri is the radius of the ball as illustrated
in Fig. 5.1. We assume that the expected locations xi and radius ri are
known and the node i deployed can lie at any location inside B(xi , ri ).
All possible propagation delays that can be computed between the points
lying in B(xj , rj ) and B(xk , rk ) form the set Djk .
7. We partition time into frames, but do not further partition into slots as is
commonly done. The time, relative to the start of the frame, at which node
j starts transmitting a packet to node k, is tjk . The packet/transmission
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duration corresponding to the packet transmission on link (j, k) is τjk .
The frame length of the schedule (also termed as period of the schedule
in [1], [3]) is T .
8. The schedules are computed based on the available information on the
network topology while exploiting the large propagation delay between the
nodes. We consider two different problems as listed below:
• In the first case, we consider the problem of finding optimal
transmission schedules utilizing the propagation delay information
assuming that the nodes have been deployed and the location
information is accurately known.
• In the second case, we consider the problem of finding the robust
optimal schedules for the considered multi-line grid network, in the
presence of uncertainty in the propagation delay attributed to various
reasons like inaccurately positioned nodes or drift in location of nodes
due to ocean waves, changes in the ocean’s physical parameters, etc.
9. We adopt a protocol channel model [87] and denote by α, the ratio of
interference range to the communication range as already described in
Section 3.1.

5.2 Time-Slotted ρ-Schedules for Multihop Networks
The schedules computed utilizing the long propagation delay in UWA networks
using algorithms presented in [1],[3] are time-slotted. Moreover, these algorithms
only accept integer propagation delays. The ρ-Schedule was first defined in [1]
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Figure 5.2: The figure shows the nodes lying in the collision domain associated
with node j’s transmission to node k. The list of these nodes are enumerated
in the set Ijk . Note that due to the slight irregularity in the grid network, the
number of nodes lying in the interference range associated with each link (j, k)
can be different. This is not the case in regular grid networks considered in [3].

for a network with non-integer propagation delays.

The network geometry

is represented in the form of a delay matrix D as defined in (2.1), where
each element of the delay matrix contains the propagation delay between the
corresponding transmitter-receiver pair.

For a non-integer delay matrix D,

the elements can be rounded off to yield an integer delay matrix D0 . The
approximated integer delay matrix D0 is then used to compute the time-slotted
ρ-Schedules. However, the ρ-Schedule presented in [1] assumes a single collision
domain network whereas here we consider a multi-hop network with multiple
partially overlapping collision domains.
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Each transmitter node j on link (j, k) is associated with its collision domain.
There are N − η partially overlapping collision domains (also illustrated in [3])
due to N − η transmitters. For each link (j, k) ∈ Ls , we enumerate all the nodes
in its corresponding collision domain and denote the set of these nodes by Ijk (see
Fig. 5.2). Hence, Ijk contains a list of nodes which lie in the interference range
corresponding to node j’s transmission to node k. Given the set, Ijk ∀(j, k) ∈ Ls ,
the values of ρ+ and ρ− are computed as follows:

0
ρ+ = max(Dji − Dji
) ∀i ∈ Ijk and ∀(j, k) ∈ Ls

(5.3)

0
ρ− = − min (Dji − Dji
) ∀i ∈ Ijk and ∀(j, k) ∈ Ls

(5.4)

∀(j,i)

∀(j,i)

where ρ+ and ρ− are the largest approximations made in the non-integer
propagation delays. Since the schedules are time-slotted, let us denote the time
slot length by τ . The duration for which the transmission slot is utilized for
transmission in a ρ-Schedule was derived in [1], and is given by:

tpd = τ (1 − ρ+ − ρ− ).

(5.5)

ts = τ ρ− and te = τ ρ+ define the guard times allocated at the start and end
of the time slots to prevent collisions due to the approximations made in the
propagation delays.
The throughput of a regular multi-line grid N -node network with multi-hop
relaying is upper bounded by (N − η)/2 [3], Th. 2, and there exists schedules
which when adopted achieve this throughput. We can define, the throughput Sρ
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of a ρ-Schedule as:

Sρ =

 N − η  t  N − η
pd
=
(1 − ρ+ − ρ− ).
2
τ
2

(5.6)

The throughput Sρ is the number of successful transmissions per time slot
multiplied by the utilization efficiency in a time slot. Therefore, the values of ρ+
and ρ− play a critical role in determining the achievable throughput while using
ρ-Schedules. The optimal time slot lengths which minimize the guard times were
computed in [105] for a single collision domain network. In the next section, we
formulate the scheduling problem to compute unslotted schedules which do not
require explicit transmission slots.

5.3 Problem Formulation
Note that part of the formulation presented in this section is similar to the
problem formulated in Section 4.2. The only difference being one transmission
per frame considered in the case of multi-hop grid networks and the inclusion
of multiple partially overlapping collision domains. Despite the similarities with
the earlier formulation; to maintain the continuity, in this section, we present
the formulation with the differences mentioned.
Consider a pair of links (j, k), (l, i) ∈ Ls such that node j starts transmitting
a packet to node k at time tjk with packet duration τjk , and node l transmits
a packet to node i at time tli with packet duration τli . Collision at receiver
node i occurs if its desired message from transmitter node l overlaps with
undesired message from node j’s transmission to node k. Note that for node
j’s transmission not to interfere with node i’s reception, either of the following
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conditions need to be satisfied:

tjk + τjk + Dji ≤ tli + Dli

(5.7)

(or)
tjk + Dji ≥ tli + τli + Dli

(5.8)

∀{(j, k), (l, i) ∈ Ls |Dji ≤ αDjk }, where the condition Dji ≤ αDjk is satisfied
when node i lies in the interference range of node j. Note that, a collision
domain can be identified with each transmitting node in the network. Since
there are N − η links to be scheduled in the set Ls , there are N − η partially
overlapping collision domains associated with each transmitter. The message is
considered as an interference at all other nodes (in the collision domain) except
for the destination node. The transmission start times tjk , tli and corresponding
packet duration τjk , τli must be chosen such that the desired message at node i
is interference-free.
If the transmission scheduling decisions are taken considering the propagation
delay based constraints listed in (5.7) and (5.8), the corresponding receptions at
the nodes will be interference-free, i.e., there will be no collisions within a frame.
However, note that the following possibilities are not captured in the constraints
listed in (5.7) and (5.8):
• The transmissions from the previous frames interfering with reception in
the current frame.
• The transmission in the current frame interfering with possible reception
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in the subsequent frames.
Ignoring the above conditions will result in poor schedules. In order to consider
the inter-frame constraints, we generalize the inequalities:

tjk + βT + τjk + Dji ≤ tli + Dli

(5.9)

(or)
tjk + βT + Dji ≥ tli + τli + Dli

(5.10)

∀{(j, k), (l, i) ∈ Ls |Dji ≤ αDjk }, where β ∈ Z is the integer constant which
determines the number of adjacent frames in the past and future, that are taken
into account. Note that setting β = 0, in (5.9) and (5.10) leads to (5.7) and (5.8)
respectively. β = −1, corresponds to conditions considering one adjacent frame
in the past while β = 1, corresponds to conditions considering one adjacent
frame in the future.
5.3.1 Propagation delay constraints
The conditions listed in (5.9) and (5.10) form a set of disjunctive constraints
which result in the feasible set forming a non-convex region over which the search
for the solution is required. There are two well known methods for conversion of
disjunctive constraints to conjunctive constraints: convex hull reformulation [94]
and Big-M reformulation [95], [96]. We use the Big-M transformation to convert
the disjunctive constraints (5.9) & (5.10) into conjunction and rearrange them
as follows:
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1. β = 0 :

tjk − tli + τjk ≤ −(Dji − Dli ) + M pjk,li
−tjk + tli + τli ≤ (Dji − Dli ) + M (1 − pjk,li )

(5.11)
(5.12)

2. β = 1 :

tjk − tli + τjk + T ≤ −(Dji − Dli ) + M qjk,li
−tjk + tli + τli − T ≤ (Dji − Dli ) + M (1 − qjk,li )

(5.13)
(5.14)

3. β = −1 :

tjk − tli + τjk − T ≤ −(Dji − Dli ) + M rjk,li
−tjk + tli + τli + T ≤ (Dji − Dli ) + M (1 − rjk,li )

(5.15)
(5.16)

where pjk,li , qjk,li and rjk,li are the binary variables1 associated with each pair
of disjunctive constraints considered ∀{(j, k), (l, i) ∈ Ls |Dji ≤ αDjk }. The
inequalities (5.9) and (5.10) are presented in (5.11), (5.12), (5.13), (5.14), (5.15)
and (5.16) after the Big-M transformation for the values of β from the set
{−1, 0, 1}.
1

With the binary variable taking value 0 or 1 (e.g. pjk,li = 0 or 1) along with a large enough
value of parameter M, one of the constraints in the disjunctive pair becomes redundant. Note
that smaller the value of M is, the tighter the Big-M reformulation can be. We select an
arbitrarily large value of M for the transformation.
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5.3.2 Allowing transmissions and receptions across frame boundary
A packet transmission in the current frame on link (j, k) at time tjk , can
cause interference till time tjk + αDjk + τjk .

To prevent the end of the

packet transmission on the link from causing maximum interference to cross
the subsequent frame, we impose the following constraint:

tjk + αDjk + τjk < 2T.

(5.17)

Note that the above constraint does not restrict the transmissions in the frame
to be fully contained within the frame.
5.3.3 Throughput
The average throughput S of a schedule with frame length T can be computed by
summing the total reception time (or equivalently, the total transmission time)
on all nodes in the network in one frame duration T :
P
S=

(j,k)∈Ls

T

τjk
.

(5.18)

5.3.4 Objective function
Minimizing frame length
In [2], the objective considered was to minimize the frame length T while
keeping the packet duration fixed. Even if the packet duration is variable,
minimizing T results in the solution in which packet duration is equal in size
across all transmissions, and moreover is equal to the lower bound set on it [86].
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Minimizing T prevents the full exploitation of large propagation delays in UWA
networks. To utilize the degree of freedom that is provided by varying the packet
duration, we formulate a different objective which results in variable packet
duration [86]. Moreover, minimizing T either requires the packet duration to
be set a constant, or else, if the packet duration is variable, then it must be
assigned a positive lower bound value equal to the desired packet duration. This
is not desirable since, we do not know the value of packet duration necessary for
optimal network throughput. Therefore, minimizing the frame length is not a
desirable objective.
Minimizing idle time
Next, consider the objective function to be minimized as the total idle time in a
frame given by
h
(N − η)T − 2

P
∀(j,k)∈Ls

fMIT =

T

τjk

i
.

(5.19)

The first term in (5.19) is the total sum of time available for the scheduling
per frame. The second term consists of the amount of time the nodes are busy
with transmissions and receptions. Although minimizing the idle time results in
better exploitation of long propagation delays due to variability in the packet
duration, the variability itself can cause unfair distribution of the time among
the transmitting nodes. The unfair distribution of time is not desirable for the
multi-line grid networks. A link with less time allocated for transmission will
act as a bottleneck for the information flow and thereby reduce the achievable
throughput. We require the packet duration to be all of equal size and at
the same time be able to exploit the large propagation delay to maximize the
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throughput.
Maximizing the minimum packet duration
In order to maximize the throughput and at the same time maintain the
fairness among the nodes considered for scheduling, we consider the objective of
maximizing the minimum packet duration. Let the minimum packet duration
be denoted by z, i.e.,
z = min{τjk |(j, k) ∈ Ls }.

(5.20)

Note that maximizing z, subject to condition τjk ≥ z ∀(j, k) ∈ Ls , along with
the propagation delay constraints provide solutions in which the packet duration
in the solution is unbounded above since z ∈ R+ . To prevent this, we consider
minimizing an objective similar to fractional idle time as follows:

fMMPD =

(N − η)T − 2(N − η)z
.
T

(5.21)

This objective minimizes the frame length T , while maximizing the minimum
packet duration z. Based on the formalized objective and the constraints listed,
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the following Mixed-Integer Linear Fractional Problem (MILFP) is setup:

min

fMMPD
tjk − tli + τjk − M pjk,li ≤ −(Dji − Dli )

s.t.

−tjk + tli + τli + M pjk,li ≤ (Dji − Dli ) + M
tjk − tli + τjk + T − M qjk,li ≤ −(Dji − Dli )
−tjk + tli + τli − T + M qjk,li ≤ (Dji − Dli ) + M

(5.22)

tjk − tli + τjk − T − M rjk,li ≤ −(Dji − Dli )
−tjk + tli + τli + T + M rjk,li ≤ (Dji − Dli ) + M
tjk + τjk − 2T

< −αDjk

−τjk + z ≤ 0

Proposition 1
The schedules computed by solving MILFP in (5.22) result in the throughput
S greater than the throughput Sρ computed using ρ-Schedule, if and only if
(1 − ρ+ − ρ− )T ≤ 2z.
Proof
To ensure S ≥ Sρ , i.e., the throughput obtained by using ρ-Schedule is less than
the throughput computed using MILFP schedule, the inequality:

N − η t
pd
≤
2
τ

P
(j,k)∈Ls

T

τjk


(5.23)

needs to be satisfied (using (5.6) and (5.18)). The minimum value of R.H.S.
in (5.23) can be obtained by considering the minimum values of the packet
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Figure 5.3:
scenarios.

Propagation delay uncertainty set considering the worst case

duration τjk . Since we aim to maximize the minimum packet duration z, the
minimum value of the sum of packet duration occurs when τjk = z ∀(j, k) ∈ Ls .
Therefore,


P
(j,k)∈Ls

T

τjk


=

(N − η)z
.
T

(5.24)

Therefore, (5.23) can now be written as :

N − η 
(N − η)z
(1 − ρ+ − ρ− ) ≤
2
T

(5.25)

(1 − ρ+ − ρ− )T ≤ 2z.

(5.26)

⇒
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5.3.5 Robust MILFP formulation
The scheduling problem in (5.22) is formulated with the assumption that
the deployed locations are known with certainty and that once the nodes
are deployed, the propagation delay between the nodes is accurately known.
In reality, there are various sources of uncertainty in the measurement of
propagation delay among the nodes. Next, we present the problem formulation
which addresses such uncertainties.
The uncertainties in the propagation delay for the link (j, k) can be
characterized by defining the set Djk from which D̂jk can take values as discussed
in Section 5.1. If djk is the distance between node j and node k then Fig. 5.3
shows the distances between node j and node k in the worst cases. Assuming
that the nodes only lie inside the ball of corresponding radius rj and rk , the
bounds on D̂jk are as follows:

D̂jk ∈

hd

jk

− rj − rk djk + rj + rk i
,
∀(j, k) ∈ L.
c
c

(5.28)

In the presence of these uncertainties, we require the constraints in (5.22) to be
satisfied for all possible values of the parameter D̂jk ∈ Djk for the solution to
be robust [107]. A sub-problem is set up to be solved for each constraint with
uncertain parameter:

{−(D̂ji − D̂li )}.

min

(5.29)

D̂ji ∈Dji ,D̂li ∈Dli

Note that (5.29) is an unconstrained linear optimization problem with known
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bounds on the values of each variable D̂ji and D̂li , given by:

dji − rj − ri
dji + rj + ri
≤ D̂ji ≤
c
c

(5.30)

dli − rl − ri
dli + rl + ri
≤ D̂li ≤
.
c
c

(5.31)

Using (5.30) and (5.31), we solve the following sub-problems for the robust linear
constraints in (5.35):

{−(D̂ji − D̂li )} = −(Dji − Dli +

min
D̂ji ∈Dji ,D̂li ∈Dli

rj + rl + 2ri
)
c

(5.32)

rj + rl + 2ri
c

(5.33)

{(D̂ji − D̂li )} = Dji − Dli −

min
D̂ji ∈Dji ,D̂li ∈Dli

and
min {D̂jk } = Djk −
D̂jk ∈Djk

2(rj + rk )
.
c

(5.34)

The R.H.S. in the constraints with uncertain parameters in (5.35) can now be
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replaced with the solution to the sub-problems listed in (5.32), (5.33) and (5.34).

min
s.t.

fMMPD
tjk − tli + τjk − M pjk,li ≤

min

{−(D̂ji − D̂li )}

D̂ji ∈Dji ,D̂li ∈Dli

−tjk + tli + τli + M pjk,li ≤

min

{(D̂ji − D̂li ) + M }

D̂ji ∈Dji ,D̂li ∈Dli

tjk − tli + τjk + T − M qjk,li ≤

min

{−(D̂ji − D̂li )}

D̂ji ∈Dji ,D̂li ∈Dli

−tjk + tli + τli − T + M qjk,li ≤

min

{(D̂ji − D̂li ) + M }

D̂ji ∈Dji ,D̂li ∈Dli

tjk − tli + τjk − T − M rjk,li ≤

min

{−(D̂ji − D̂li )}

D̂ji ∈Dji ,D̂li ∈Dli

−tjk + tli + τli + T + M rjk,li ≤

min

{(D̂ji − D̂li ) + M }

D̂ji ∈Dji ,D̂li ∈Dli

tjk + τjk − 2T

< −α min {D̂jk }
D̂jk ∈Djk

−τjk + z ≤ 0
(5.35)
We show in Section 5.4 that the schedules computed by solving (5.35) are indeed
robust to the uncertainties in the propagation delays.

5.4 Results
We demonstrate the merits of the proposed techniques by comparing the
unslotted and robust schedules as described here:
• Unslotted schedules – In this case, the unslotted schedule is computed
using (5.22) for a practical grid network deployed with no uncertainty
in the propagation delay values. We fix the coordinates of the deployed
nodes in the simulation. We compare the performance analytically with
the time-slotted ρ-Schedules and verify the computed schedules in the
simulator.
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Figure 5.4: Average throughput is computed over 100 random instances of grid
networks for different number of nodes.

• Robust unslotted schedules – For this case, the robust unslotted schedule
is computed using (5.35) for a practical grid network deployed with a
particular set of propagation delays and verify the same schedule for
different sets of propagation delays by randomly perturbing the node
locations within the allowed limit to demonstrate the robustness to the
uncertainty in propagation delays.
We implement the computed schedules in the UNET simulator [108], [109] to
verify the performance in various practical deployments of grid networks.
5.4.1 Unslotted schedules
Throughput gain
To show that the schedules computed for the practical multi-hop multi-line
grid networks using MILFP (5.22) perform better, we compute the ρ-Schedules
and calculate the corresponding throughput and compare it with throughput
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achieved using unslotted schedules. We generate 100 random instances of the
grid networks with the different number of nodes N and fixed η = 3. We vary the
number of nodes N from 9 to 21. For each random instance of the grid network,
the ρ-Schedule and its corresponding throughput is computed using (5.6). The
MILFP schedule is computed using (5.22) and the corresponding throughput is
computed using (5.18). The average throughput is calculated over 100 random
instances and plotted in Fig. 5.4 for each N . The MILFP schedules outperform
the ρ-Schedules for all the network instances generated for different number of
nodes as shown in Fig. 5.4 and also supports the Proposition 1, i.e.,

Sρ ≤ S ≤

N −η
.
2

(5.36)

The throughput gain is attributed to no time slotting requirement in the case
of MILFP schedules, which reduces the amount of idle time and hence improves
the time utilization efficiency in a frame.
Throughput as a function of α
Nodes in the adjacent lines may or may not lie in the interference range of a
transmission on a particular link. To increase the number of nodes lying in
the interference range of a transmission, we increase α. With a larger number
of nodes in the interference range, the simultaneous transmission opportunities
will reduce resulting in lower throughput. We vary the value of α from 2 to 3
and compute the ρ-Schedules and MILFP schedules for each value of α for a
particular 12-node 3-line grid network. It is observed that the throughput as
a function of α is a non-increasing function as expected (see Fig. 5.5). As the
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Figure 5.5: Throughput is plotted as the interference range increases causing
more nodes in the adjacent lines to interfere with the transmissions.

interference range increases, the throughput reduces irrespective of the technique
used to compute schedules. However, the throughput computed using unslotted
schedules still remain higher than the throughput computed using ρ-Schedules
as shown in Fig. 5.5.
Throughput as a function of irregularity
We study the performance gap between unslotted schedules and ρ-Schedules as
the irregularity in the network increases. The node i lies within a Euclidean
ball of radius ri centered at the deployed location. Let ri = r, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N },
i.e., we set the radius corresponding to the Euclidean ball at each node in the
grid network to the same value r. Note that the location of node i is chosen
randomly to lie in this Euclidean ball B(xi , r). Therefore, by increasing the
radius r, the irregularity in the grid network deployed increases. For each value
of r, 200 random instances of 12-node 3-line grid networks are generated and the
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Figure 5.6: Average throughput is computed over 200 random deployments
of 12-node 3-line multi-hop grid network. The irregularity in the network is
introduced by varying the radius of the Euclidean ball in which the nodes are
randomly deployed.

corresponding schedule and throughput is computed. The average throughput
is computed over 200 random instances for each value of r and is plotted against
the propagation delay corresponding to the value of r as shown in Fig. 5.6.
The percentage increase is computed as

S avg −Sρavg
Sρavg

× 100, where S avg is the

average throughput computed using unslotted schedules and Sρavg is the average
throughput computed using ρ-Schedules. Fig. 5.7 shows the confidence intervals
plotted as a notched box plot demonstrating the difference in medians of the
throughput values of time-slotted and unslotted strategies. It is clear from
the Fig. 5.6 & 5.7 that the performance of time-slotted ρ-Schedules decreases
faster as the irregularity in the network increases than the performance of the
unslotted schedules. In the case of ρ-Schedules, the time-slotted schedule is
adopted and the guard times are introduced in the slots to mitigate the effect
of irregularity in the network. It uses the same schedule while increasing the
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Figure 5.7: Throughput computed for each of the 200 random deployments at
each of the selected radius r is shown as a notched box plot to demonstrate that
the true medians do differ from each other with 95 % confidence.

guard times. However, in the case of the unslotted schedule computed using
the MILFP algorithm, each time the network geometry becomes more irregular,
the transmission schedule changes and the idle/guard times in the frame are
minimized. This is the reason why the decrease in performance of unslotted
schedules is lesser than that of time-slotted schedules.
Verification in the simulator
In the simulator, we deploy the nodes to form a grid network. We consider a
12-node 3-line multi-hop grid network, i.e., N = 12 and η = 3. We set the
sound speed c = 1540 m/s. The coordinates for the 12 communication nodes are
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Figure 5.8: Verification of unslotted and time-slotted schedules on UNET
simulator for 12-node 3-line mult-ihop grid network.

Table 5.1: ρ-Schedule
Time slot 1

Time slot 2

Time slot 3

Time slot 4

Node 1

TX to 4

TX to 4

Idle

Idle

Node 2

Idle

Idle

TX to 5

TX to 5

Node 3

TX to 6

TX to 6

Idle

Idle

Node 4

TX to 7

RX from 1

RX from 1

TX to 7

Node 5

RX from 2

TX to 8

TX to 8

RX from 2

Node 6

TX to 9

RX from 3

RX from 3

TX to 9

Node 7

RX from 4

RX from 4

TX to 10

TX to 10

Node 8

TX to 11

TX to 11

RX from 5

RX from 5

Node 9

RX from 6

RX from 6

TX to 12

TX to 12

Node 10

RX from 7

Idle

Idle

RX from 7

Node 11

Idle

RX from 8

RX from 8

Idle

Node 12

RX from 9

Idle

Idle

RX from 9

chosen to form a perfect grid network as shown in Fig. 4.9 with 1 s propagation
delay between adjacent nodes in a line and 2 s propagation delay between nodes
in the adjacent lines. We set the communication range Rc = 1540 m and the
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Table 5.2: Unslotted schedule
Link

Transmission Start Time (s)

Packet Duration (s)

(1, 4)

1.2008

1.8981

(2, 5)

3.0288

1.8981

(3, 6)

1.0058

1.8981

(4, 7)

3.9675

1.8981

(5, 8)

1.9670

1.8981

(6, 9)

0

1.8981

(7, 10)

3.0942

1.8981

(8, 11)

1.1116

1.8981

(9, 12)

2.8904

1.8981

interference range Ri = 2 × 1540 = 3080 m. However, note that we need to
consider practical grid networks, in which there exist slight irregularity due
to deployment. To achieve this, we introduce random perturbations in the
coordinates of each of the 12 nodes of the perfect grid network to represent
various random deployment locations. We ensure that each node i lie within
the euclidean ball B(xi , r) of radius r = 154 m. For each transmission on a link
(j, k) with distance djk , its interference extends up to a distance 2djk . In this
simulation, the physical layer offered by a modem is replaced by a simulation
model that mimics the behavior of the modem in the considered channel. We
use the HalfDuplexModem model [108] which provides a generic implementation
of a half-duplex modem that can be used to model many types of underwater
modems.
For a particular random instance of 12-node 3-line multi-hop grid network,
the ρ-Schedule and MILFP schedule are computed:
• Computing ρ-Schedule: The time-slotted schedule computed for a 12-node
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3-line multi-hop grid network is shown in Table 5.1. The schedule can also
be found in [3]. However, since the considered grid network for simulation
does not have regular spacing as assumed in [3], the time slots cannot be
fully utilized. ρ+ and ρ− are computed using (5.3) and (5.4). The values
are computed as ρ+ = 0.0713 s and ρ− = 0.1738 s. The time slot length
is 1 s and the packet duration is computed using (5.5) to be 0.7549 s.
The frame length T = 4 s and hence the throughput of the ρ-Schedule is
Sρ = 4.5(1 − 0.0713 − 0.1738) = 3.3970.
• Computing MILFP Schedule: The solution to MILFP (5.22) results in
unslotted transmission schedule presented in Table 5.2. The schedule does
not require explicit transmission slots, instead, the transmission on a link
starts at a specific time and lasts for a particular duration. The packet
duration is computed and is equal to 1.8981 s for all scheduled links. The
frame length T = 4.0011 s is computed, the throughput S is computed to
be 4.2695. There is a significant 25.7% increase in the throughput when
compared to the throughput computed for ρ-Schedule.
We perform the simulation after implementing the schedules presented in
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 for a duration of 15 minutes. For example, if the
frame length is T = 4 s, with 9 transmissions and receptions per frame,
then within a duration of 15 min, the number of frames repeated is
225 frames.

15×60
4

=

Therefore, the number of transmitted packets is computed as

225 × 9 = 2025 packets. The simulator provides the statistics on the number
of transmitted and received packets as well as lost packets, in order to compute
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the throughput. Given the frame length, packet duration and the number of
transmissions per frame the expected throughput can be computed using the
number of transmissions as computed above. The expected throughput is then
compared with the actual throughput achieved in the simulator. The offered load
is increased and the expected throughput and achieved throughput are compared
as shown in Fig. 5.8. In the simulation, the offered load is increased by increasing
the packet duration of each transmission while maintaining all packet lengths to
be equal. As the offered load increases, the throughput increases and reaches
a different maximum value for the MILFP schedule and the ρ-Schedule. The
packet duration at which the maximum throughput is achieved matches the
analytical throughput computed for both cases. The sharp drop in throughput
is due to the sudden increase in the number of packet collisions, attributed to the
fact that even a partial overlap in the packets can cause a failure in the reception
of both the packets. From Fig. 5.8, we can conclude that the unslotted schedule
better utilizes the long propagation delays in the grid network considered.
5.4.2 Robust unslotted schedules
In Section 5.4.1, a grid network is deployed and the deployed locations and
propagation delay between nodes are known with certainty. Now we consider
the problem with uncertainties in the values of propagation delay between nodes.
We assume that the propagation delay D̂jk on link (j, k) can be any value in the
set Djk . As discussed in Section 5.1, the uncertainty in the propagation delays
can be characterized by defining the node i’s location to lie in a Euclidean ball
B(xi , ri ). For given ri ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N }, Djk ∀(j, k) ∈ L, the robust MILFP
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(a) Deployment #1 with

(b) Deployment #2 with

rmax
c

rmax
c

≤ 0.2.

≤ 0.25.

Figure 5.9: Two different grid network deployment scenarios are considered.
For each deployment, the uncertainties in the propagation delay are induced.
100 random instances with rmax = 0.2 and 0.25 are considered. The average
throughput is computed and plotted against the randomness factor γ.

shown in (5.35) can be solved for any particular set of propagation delay values.
To demonstrate the usefulness of the robust unslotted schedules we perform the
following steps:
• Step 1: We compute the robust unslotted schedule using (5.35) for a
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particular set of values of propagation delay lying within the bounds
as shown in (5.28).

This schedule is verified to be robust to the

variations in the values of propagation delay within the uncertainty sets.
The corresponding throughput computed must remain same for all such
variations in propagation delays.
• Step 2: We compute the unslotted schedule using (5.22) for the same
set of values of the propagation delay for which the robust schedule was
computed in the first step. To make the schedule computed using (5.22)
robust to the uncertainties in propagation delays, we reduce the packet
duration of the transmissions by

2rmax
c ,

where rmax =

max

∀ i∈{1,···N }

ri and c is

the speed of sound underwater. This schedule is verified to be robust to
the uncertainties and the corresponding throughput is compared against
the throughput of robust unslotted schedules computed in Step 1.
The values ri ≤ rmax , ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N } are chosen randomly. We consider a
12-node 3-line multi-hop grid network again and the bounds of the uncertainty
sets on each link can be calculated using (5.30) and (5.31).
Verification in the simulator
We consider two different 12-node 3-line grid network deployments (deployment
#1 and #2) with

rmax
c

≤ 0.2 s and 0.25 s. The values of

ri
c

are chosen randomly to

lie between 0 and 0.2 in the first deployment and to lie between 0 and 0.25 in the
case of the second deployment. The delay matrix D of size 12 × 12 is computed
using the deployed locations. For this particular delay matrix, the schedule is
computed using (5.35). The schedules are presented in Table 5.3. The packet
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Table 5.3: Robust unslotted schedules
Deployment #1

Deployment #2

Robust schedules using (5.28)

Robust schedule using (5.23)

Robust schedule using (5.28)

Robust schedules using (5.23)

Transmission

Packet

Transmission

Packet

Transmission

Packet

Transmission

Packet

time (s)

duration (s)

time (s)

duration (s)

time (s)

duration (s)

time (s)

duration (s)

(1, 4)

1.4577

1.4603

3.2690

1.1881

2.700

2.9962

5.3284

1.2642

(2, 5)

3.5411

1.4603

1.3536

1.1881

8.5410

2.9962

3.5834

1.2642

(3, 6)

5.2728

1.4603

3.3420

1.1881

13.1172

2.9962

5.3298

1.2642

(4, 7)

5.0318

1.4603

2.7068

1.1881

0

2.9962

0.0639

1.2642

(5, 8)

2.1626

1.4603

0

1.1881

15.6686

2.9962

1.5311

1.2642

Link

(6, 9)

4.3463

1.4603

2.1651

1.1881

10.6417

2.9962

0

1.2642

(7, 10)

3.9532

1.4603

1.4051

1.1881

7.3122

2.9962

3.8763

1.2642

(8, 11)

5.2736

1.4603

2.6656

1.1881

13.2612

2.9962

5.3434

1.2642

(9, 12)

3.2912

1.4603

1.1949

1.1881

8.3189

2.9962

2.6156

1.2642

Frame length

T = 4.1551 s

T = 3.8164 s

T = 9.9696 s

T = 4.6901 s

Throughput

S = 3.163

S = 2.801

S = 2.704

S = 2.425

duration and the transmission times are listed. Similarly, the schedule is also
computed using (5.22). Note that the solution computed using (5.22) is not
robust. In order to make the solution robust we reduce the packet duration in
the solution by an amount equivalent to the maximum change that can occur
in the values of propagation delay, which is given by

2rmax
c .

The value of

rmax
c

is 0.1579 s for deployment #1 and 0.2254 s for deployment #2. Note that
rmax corresponds to the largest Euclidean ball around the nodes considered in
the network. We represent each radius ri , ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N } as an element of
vector r. We introduce a randomness factor γ, which scales the vector r, i.e.,
γr. For example, by varying the value of γ from 0.5 to 1.3, we vary the size of
the Euclidean balls. Note that the robust schedule computed are expected to
work for values of γ ≤ 1, since the solution computed is robust to the variations
in propagation delay values corresponding to the elements in r. For γ > 1,
the corresponding propagation delay among the nodes fall outside the bounds
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of the uncertainty sets for which the schedule computed is not robust. The
average throughput as a function of γ is plotted in Fig. 5.9. For each value
of γr, 100 random instances of 12-node 3-line grid networks are generated, the
robust schedule computed is verified and the resulting average throughput is
computed. For example, in the case of deployment #1, the frame length is
T = 4.1551 using (5.35). The theoretical throughput is computed using (5.18)
to be

1.4603×9
4.1551

= 3.163. Similarly, the throughput for the other cases is computed

and listed in Table 5.3. In the simulation, the packets are transmitted and
received for a duration of 15 minutes. For example, for the case of deployment
#1, the packet duration is set to 1.460 s. Since the frame length is 4.1551 s,
there will be

15×60
4.1551

= 216.6 frames for the duration of simulation. Since, there

are 9 successful transmissions per frame we expect to see 216.6 × 9 = 1949
successful transmissions and receptions. We note from the logs of the simulation
that there are 1937 successful receptions with zero collisions. The difference in
the transmission and reception packets comes from the initial period in which
the receptions have not yet started. Therefore, the throughput in the simulation
is computed as

1937×1.460
15×60

= 3.142. As shown in Fig. 5.9, the robust schedules

clearly perform better than the schedules that are computed using (5.22) with
reduced packet duration.

5.5 Summary
We considered unslotted and robust transmission schedules that utilize the large
propagation delays in practical multi-line grid networks with multi-hop relaying
to provide throughput-maximizing schedules in the presence of propagation
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delay uncertainties. We demonstrated that the unslotted schedules computed
by solving MILFP always provide schedules which perform better than the
ρ-Schedules proposed recently.

The propagation delays are better utilized

when the packet transmissions are not restricted to the time slots.

The

inefficiencies caused due to approximations in non-integer propagation delays
and the resulting guard times are mitigated by using unslotted schedules.
Moreover, the uncertainties in the propagation delays are considered in the model
and a robust MILFP is formulated. We verified the robust schedules in the
simulator. This study provides two substantial results with regards to multi-line
grid topologies with multi-hop relaying. The first is the technique to compute
unslotted schedules which better utilizes the propagation delay information and
provide throughput-maximizing schedules which are closer to the upper bound.
The second includes finding robust schedules in the presence of propagation
delay uncertainties. These results provide solutions which can be used for various
applications involving the multi-hop grid networks. Note that all the simulations
result in the same conclusions even with the 3D deployments.
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Chapter 6
Modem Constraints and Experimental Demonstration

In the previous chapters, we have presented transmission strategies which can
better exploit large propagation delays in UWA networks. In this chapter, we
consider the practical challenges in implementing such protocols on underwater
acoustic modem.

We present the design, implementation and testing of

Super -TDMA1 protocol which exploits the large propagation delay in underwater
acoustic channels by aligning most of the interference by the unintended messages
in time domain. The work presented in this chapter is published in [105], [111].
Specifically, we report the following contributions in this chapter:
• First, we study the practical modem constraints on underwater acoustic
modem. The inclusion of modem constraints results in the design which
can be realized in practice. The optimal packet and time slot lengths
are computed which result in maximum utilization of the time slots by
minimizing the guard times.
• Next, we present the implementation challenges of Super-TDMA on an
underwater acoustic modem and the experimental results demonstrating
interference alignment, the crossing of simultaneously transmitted packets
1
Super -TDMA was first termed in [110] to represent a concept - a form of TDMA that can
utilize propagation delay unlike traditionally done.
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in water, and the time synchronization among the deployed nodes in the
network.
In [112], two practical issues caused by the underwater acoustic modems, low
available transmission rates and long preambles are considered. However, there
are other problems which are important when timing-sensitive protocols are to be
implemented on the modem. The schedules exploiting large propagation delays
demand the frequent transitions between transmission and reception times. This
results in the frequent switching between transmission and reception modes in
the modem. The time slots and the guard intervals need to be chosen carefully
to maximize the utilization efficiency of the time slot, and hence the switching
times are important in selecting the time slot lengths and in minimizing the
guard times. The switching times may vary for different modems [99],[113],[114].
We present the optimization problem for selecting the time slot lengths to be
used considering the practical modem constraints. The packet lengths are set
to be the integer multiple of smallest incremental packet duration that can be
set in the modem, which will effect the time slot length chosen. However, this
assumption can be relaxed by considering the set of allowable packet lengths in
the modem.

6.1 Transition Times in Modem
The transitions between transmission and reception modes in the modem result
in processing delays. The minimum time that is required for setting up the
modem to transmit or receive correctly during different transitions between these
modes are illustrated here.
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1. RX-TX transition: The processing delay to switch from reception (RX)
mode to transmission (TX) mode in modem is denoted by tRX-TX . For
example, to set up a packet transmission in UNET-II modem [99] from the
default state which is receiver enabled (RX) state, the receiver needs to be
disabled followed by switching ON the power amplifier for transmission,
which contributes to tRX-TX .
2. TX-TX transition: To set up a packet transmission immediately after
the transmission in the previous slot, the power amplifier state need not
be changed and can be left ON. This transition time is denoted by tTX-TX .
3. TX-RX transition: To prepare the modem for reception after the packet
transmission in the previous slot, power amplifier needs to be switched OFF
and the receiver is enabled. The processing delay in modem to switch from
RX mode to TX mode is denoted by tTX-RX .
4. RX-RX transition: A packet after the reception in the previous slot,
can be set up after tRX-RX amount of time.
The values of these parameters may vary for different modems which will
constitute different transition times. Since these times can be measured and
are known a priori, we can fix these parameters in the optimization problem
presented next. The start and the end guard times need to be atleast greater
than the time that it takes to prepare the modem for either transmitting or
receiving the packet correctly. The guard time at the start of the time slot
denoted by ts need to be greater than the largest among the transition times
tTX-TX and tRX-TX , which are the times before a transmission mode can be set
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in the modem from different states, i.e.,

ts > max{tRX-TX , tTX-TX }.

(6.1)

Similarly, after a packet transmission in the previous slot, the largest time to be
waited for to set up the reception in modem is given by max{tTX-RX , tRX-RX }
and hence it is enough to set

te > max{tTX-RX , tRX-RX }.

(6.2)

Note that (6.1) and (6.2) do not take into consideration the propagation delays.
These constraints consider only the modem related constraints and enable the
solution to impose guard times which then result in implementable schedules on
the modem.

6.2 Optimization Problem
6.2.1 Without modem constraints
Consider a randomly deployed N node UWA network represented by its
corresponding non-integer delay matrix D.

The approximate integer delay

matrix needs to be computed by selecting time slot length τ as a result of which
the values of ρ+ and ρ− are set. The ρ-throughput Sρ is given by the number of
successful receptions per time slot multiplied by the slot utilization efficiency as
shown in (2.10). Now, we compute the slot utilization by considering only the
payload duration. Therefore, the ρ-throughput Sρ considering only the payload
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duration is given by
Sρ = S(1 − ρ− − ρ+ −

tp
)
τ

(6.3)

where tp is the packet header duration. The optimization problem in this case
is formally written as:

maximize
τ

S(1 − ρ− − ρ+ −

tp
)
τ

(6.4)

τmax − τmin
subject to τ = {τmin + m∆x ; m ∈ {1, · · · , b
c}}.
∆x
For each value of the time slot length τ , we compute the values of ρ− and
ρ+ and compute S from the schedule W(T ) computed using the scheduling
algorithm from [1]. The time slot length corresponding to the maximum value
of the objective function is chosen to be the optimal time slot length τ ∗ and
corresponding packet duration is set.
6.2.2 With modem constraints
The optimization problem to compute the optimal value of the time slot length
is now modified to include the modem constraints presented.

maximize
τ

S(1 − ρ− − ρ+ −

tp
)
τ

subject to τ ρ− > max{tRX-TX , tTX-TX }
(6.5)
τ ρ+ > max{tTX-RX , tRX-RX }
τ = {τmin + m∆x; m ∈ {1, · · · , b

τmax − τmin
c}}.
∆x

The solution of this problem provides the best utilization efficiency considering
the modem constraints. Note that the constraints need to be generic enough so
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that the parameters can be measured for other practical modems used today.
For example, we considered four main parameters; TX-RX, TX-TX, RX-TX
and RX-RX switching times. For any practical modem, these parameters can be
measured and might vary based on the hardware and software architecture and
implementation. Moreover, the preamble duration is another parameter which
also plays a part in the objective of the optimization problem and is different
for different practical modems. Once, these parameters are measured and the
optimization problem is set up, the solution to the problem is implementable on
the modem for which the parameters were used.

6.3 Case Study
The UNET network deployed (see Fig. 4.2) during the MISSION 2013 experiment
in Singapore waters consisted of a UNET-II modem [99] (node 21) mounted
below a barge and six UNET-PANDA nodes [100] (nodes 22,27, 28, 29, 31 and
34) deployed at various locations within a 2 × 2 km area around the barge.
We consider a network geometry from this experiment as shown in Fig. 4.2,
with distance matrix:




 0 599 932





L = 599 0 944





932 944 0
and apply the technique to find the optimal time slot lengths, visualize the
schedule computed and verify the performance in the simulator with and without
modem constraints. The modems labeled as P21, P28 and P29 in Fig. 4.2 are
considered as node 1, node 2 and node 3 respectively in the analysis.
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Table 6.1: Solution without modem constraints
Parameter
τ∗
tpd
ts
te
Sρ

Value without modem constraints
204 ms
184 ms
19.03 ms
0.97 ms
1.205

6.3.1 Results
The optimization problem is solved to compute the optimal time slot length with
and without modem constraints for the considered network geometry.
Without modem constraints
The time slot length τ is varied from τmin = 1 ms to τmax = 3000 ms, tp = 20 ms
and ∆x = 1 ms is set. The optimal value of the time slot length along with
other parameters are presented in Table 6.1. The delay matrix and the integer
delay matrix corresponding to time slot length τ ∗ are








1.9067 2.9666
 0
0 2 3








L
0



D = ∗ = 1.9067
, D = 2 0 3
0
3.0048

.
cτ








2.9666 3.0048
0
3 3 0

For this delay matrix, the optimal schedule is computed using the algorithm
presented in [1]. The schedule is

W(8)



2 −3 3 −2 −3 −2 2 
3





= −3 −1 1 −1 1
3
3 −3
.




−2 −2 1 −1 2
2 −1 1
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Period 2

Period 1

Node 1
RX-TX transition time much
smaller than what is required
in modem

TX-RX transition time much
smaller than what is required
in modem

Node 2

Node 3
Transmitted Packet
Interfering Packet
Received Packet
0

0.204

0.408

0.612

0.816

1.02

1.224

1.428

1.632

1.836

2.04

2.244

2.448

2.652

2.856
3.06
TIme in Sec

3.264

Figure 6.1: Schedule visualization without modem constraints (the guard times
set in the time slot take care of only the early receptions and delayed receptions
problem due to the approximations made in the delay matrix because of the
network geometry).

This schedule is visualized in Fig. 6.1, using the optimal values computed for the
network setting. Since we know the time slot length, guard times and period of
the schedule, i.e., 8 slots, we can plot the transmitted packets, received packets
and the interfered packets accurately. We leave ts amount of time before the
transmission in a transmitting slot and te amount of time at the end. We observe
that all the receptions in the schedule are interference free as expected. Note
that in Fig. 6.1, the gap between end of the packet transmission in previous slot
and start of the reception in next slot is very small at several time instances and
in practice while implementing on modem this may not be achievable and hence
the modem constraints need to be added to the optimization problem.
Effect of modem constraints on schedule computed: In order to
implement the schedule W(8) on the modem, the packet lengths need to be
reduced and enough guard times need to be left in order to configure the
modem correctly for transmission and reception.

We set tTX-RX = 20 ms,

tRX-TX = 70 ms, tTX-TX = tRX-RX = 0 ms. For this setting, ts > 70 ms
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Period 1

Period 2

Node 1
Guard time left is enough to
prepare modem for
TX-RX transition

Node 2
Guard time left is enough to
prepare modem for
RX-TX transition

Node 3
Transmitted Packet
Received Packet
Interfering Packet
0

0.592

1.184

1.776

2.368

2.96

3.552

4.144
Time in Sec

4.736

Figure 6.2: Schedule visualization with modem constraints (the guard times set
in the time slot not only take care of the constraints due to geometry but also
consider TX-RX and RX-TX transition times in modem).

Table 6.2: Feasible solution with modem constraints
Parameter
τ∗
tpd
ts
te
Sρ

Value with modem constraints
204 ms
114 ms
70 ms
20 ms
0.6911

and te > 20 ms can be computed from equations (6.1) and (6.2). Hence, the
maximum packet length that can be used without collisions with this schedule
satisfying modem constraints is tpd = τ ∗ − ts − te = 114 ms.

Therefore,

tpayload = 94 ms and the schedule computed W(8) consists of 12 receptions
in 8 time slots. Hence, S =

12
8

= 1.5. We can now compute the ρ-throughput,

Sρ = Sη = 1.5(

94
) = 0.6911.
204

The different parameter values computed considering the modem constraints to
implement the schedule W(8) on modem are presented in Table 6.2. Note that
although in theory the throughput computed for this schedule is 1.204, in order
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Table 6.3: Optimal solution with modem constraints
Parameter
τ∗
tpd
ts
te
Sρ

Value with modem constraints
592 ms
368 ms
203.05 ms
21.01 ms
0.8817

to implement on the modem, the packet length is reduced and guard intervals
are left and hence the effective achievable throughput is 0.6911.
With modem constraints
If the modem constraints are considered in the optimization problem, we can find
an optimal schedule which when implemented results in higher throughput than
what is computed in the previous section. The time slot τ in this case is varied
from τmin = 1 ms to τmax = 3000 ms, tp = 20 ms and ∆x = 1 ms is set as in
previous section, also tRX-TX = 70 ms, tTX-RX = 20 ms and tTX-TX = tRX-RX =
0 ms are set. The optimal time slot length to be used are computed satisfying
all the modem constraints. The optimal values are listed in the Table 6.3. The
delay matrix and integer delay matrix for this optimal time slot length are given
by:








0.6570 1.0223
0 1 1
 0








0


D=
0
1.0355
0.6570
 , D = 1 0 1 .








1.0223 1.0355
0
1 1 0
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Figure 6.3: Throughput comparison of Traditional-TDMA and Super-TDMA
protocols with and without modem constraints for the considered network
geometry.

For this delay matrix D0 , the optimal schedule is computed:

W(4)



3 −3 −2
2





= −3 −1 1
3
.




−2 1 −1 2

Note that for the same network geometry, due to the modem constraints a
different schedule is adopted in this case with a period T = 4.
The scheduled transmissions and the receptions are visualized in Fig. 6.2.
Enough time is available between transmission and reception of the packets to
configure the modem. Note that ts = 203.05 ms > tRX-TX . Also, te = 21.01 ms >
tTX-RX .
Traditional-TDMA and Super-TDMA - Comparison: The throughput
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of Traditional -TDMA is given by:

STDMA =

tpayload
tpd + tmaxpd

where, tmaxpd is the maximum propagation delay among the links considered in
the network and tpd is the packet duration given by (4.22). Also, the time slot
length τ = tpd + tmaxpd . If TDMA is implemented on the modem, enough guard
times need to be included in the time slot, therefore,

modem
STDMA
=

tpayload
= 0.3314.
tpd + tmaxpd + tRX-TX

The throughput for Traditional-TDMA and Super-TDMA with and without
considering the modem constraints are presented in Fig. 6.3.

The poor

performance of TDMA is because of the presence of large propagation delays
in underwater acoustic networks. However, Super-TDMA protocol exploits the
large propagation delay in order to improve the throughput.

6.4 Implementation & Experimental Demonstration
We deployed a 3 node UWA network in Singapore waters and solve the
problem (6.5) for the resulting network geometry to compute the schedule along
with the time slot length and the guard periods and implement it on all three
nodes along with time synchronization. In Section 6.4.1, we present the practical
Super-TDMA schedule computed for the 3 node network deployed. Next, we
present a detailed overview of the implementation and challenges in Section 6.4.2,
followed by the experimental results in Section 6.4.3.
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Table 6.4: Transmission schedule for 3 node linear network
Node 1
Node 2
Node 3

Time
TX
TX
TX

Slot 1
to 3
to 3
to 1

Time Slot 2
TX to 2
IDLE
RX from 2

Time Slot 3
RX from 3
RX from 1
RX from 1

Table 6.5: Distance matrix of the sea-trial 3 node network
Node 31
Node 21
Node 22

Node 31
0
807 m
1574 m

Node 21
807 m
0
783 m

Node 22
1574 m
783 m
0

6.4.1 Practical Super-TDMA schedule
We deployed a network (see Fig. 6.4) during a recent at-sea experiment in
Singapore waters consisting of a UNET-II modem [99] (node 21) mounted below
a barge and two UNET-PANDA nodes [100] (nodes 22 and 31) deployed at
locations as shown in Fig. 6.4. We considered node 31, node 21 and node 22
forming a 3 node network for demonstrating Super-TDMA and denote them as
node 1, node 2 and node 3 respectively in the analysis. Distances among the
nodes measured are represented in Table 6.5 as a distance matrix, where each
cell of the table represents the distance between the corresponding nodes in its
row and column.

Considering the speed of sound, c = 1540 m/s, propagation

delays are computed and represented in the form of a delay matrix in units of
optimal time slot length computed by solving problem (6.5):
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Figure 6.4: UNET network node locations during the experiment in Singapore
waters.
Yellow markers are network nodes.
The links considered for
demonstrating Super-TDMA are marked with distances between them.

Figure 6.5: Overview of the implementation showing the modules: synchronizer
and scheduler. Both the modules are implemented on all 3 nodes with the
objective to first achieve the time synchronization among the nodes and second
to prepare the modems for accurately transmit and receive at scheduled times.

The optimal time slot length is computed to be 514 ms. Note the approximated
integer delay matrix in (6.6) represents a linear network and hence we adopt
the transmission schedule as shown in Table 6.4 and implement it on all three
nodes. The packet duration is computed as 498 ms, and the guard times to be
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Node 31

Transmitted Packet
Interfering Packet
Received Packet

Two of the packets
transmited in first time
slot cross each
Note the simultaneous Note the overlap of
transmissions on all interfering packets at other in medium and
are received
node 21 in the second
the nodes in the
in third time slot
time slot
first time slot
Next transmission
scheduled at TX clock
notification received at start
of the packet transmission

Expect
packet drop
notification

modem.rxEnable = 0 set at
RX clock notification received when the
reception of the packet starts since
transmission scheduled in next slot

Node 21
modem.rxEnable = 1 set at
TX clock notification received at the end of the
packet transmission since a reception
scheduled in upcoming slot

Node 22
Frame 1

0

0.514

Frame 3

Frame 2

1.028

1.542

2.056

2.57

3.084

3.598

4.112

4.626

Time in Seconds

Figure 6.6: Visualization of the expected scheduled events in time is shown. Note
the crossing of the transmitted packets in the medium, interference alignment in
the transmitting slots, zero interference during receiving slots and the scheduler
job sequence to configure the modems to switch between transmission and
reception modes at appropriate times.

left at the start and end of the transmissions are computed to be 10.63 ms and
4.98 ms respectively (see [105] for details). Note that such small guard times are
not sufficient for modem switching times; these guard times only mitigate the
effect of approximations made in propagation delays. For the purpose of this
demonstration, we implement the schedule on UNET-II modems, for which the
minimum guard period between two successive accurately timed-transmissions
was measured to be approximately 120 ms.

This duration is sufficient to

configure the modem correctly for transmissions and receptions. Therefore, in
the implementation, we use the time slot length to be 514 ms and select a packet
duration which is close to 498 − 120 = 378 ms. Hence, we expect a throughput,
Sρ =

4
3

×

378
514

= 0.97. The transmission schedule is shown in Table 6.4 with the

time slot length 514 ms and the packet duration set to 368 ms (closest packet
duration setting available) is visualized in Fig. 6.6. The expected transmission
and reception events are plotted in time. Note that all the time slots with packet
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receptions are interference-free and the interfering packets are aligned with the
transmitting slots. After collecting the data from the experiment at sea, we plot
the transmission and reception events as they happen in time on all the nodes
and visualize it to compare it with the expected result as shown in Fig. 6.7.
6.4.2 Overview of the implementation
The implementation of Super-TDMA schedules on the modem consists of two
modules: synchronizer and the scheduler as shown in Fig. 6.5. The objective of
the synchronizer is to achieve time synchronization among the nodes whereas the
scheduler’s job is to schedule various events required by the nodes for accurate
transmissions and receptions in the appropriate time slots. The schedule used is
the input to both modules as shown in Fig. 6.5.
Time synchronization
The UNET-II modems are equipped with an oven-controlled crystal oscillator
(OCXO) to maintain clock with a resolution of 1 µs and also provides a low drift
(±0.05 ppm drift) [99] timing reference for ranging, MAC and network protocols
that need accurate time synchronization. We implement the synchronizer module
to take into account the clock offset measured among the nodes. We do not
compensate for clock skew since the drift is negligible over the period of this
demonstration. The Ranging agent in UnetStack [109] uses two-way travel time
to estimate range and clock offset between a pair of nodes. We use the Ranging
functionality and estimate the clock offset between every pair of nodes. The
most advanced node in time then broadcasts a time in future (computed on its
local clock) to all other nodes and is used to schedule their first transmission.
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Figure 6.7: Visualization of the actual events as happened at sea in time is shown.
Note the crossing of the transmitted packets in the medium. The intended
overlap of the interfering packets happened as expected in the corresponding
time slots. The time synchronization is achieved perfectly as can be observed by
looking at the first packets that are transmitted on all three nodes.

Synchronization accuracy achieved during the demonstration was 181 µs.
Scheduler
The scheduler configures the nodes at accurate times for transmissions and
receptions in appropriate time slots. Since the time slot length and the packet
duration are in the order of the propagation delay among the nodes, frequent
switching from transmission to reception modes and vice versa is required and is
challenging while implementing these schedules on the modem. For the schedule
considered for this experiment, the time slot length is 514 ms. This demands
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the two successive transmissions in the first two time slots on node 31 to be
514 ms apart accurately. To achieve this objective, we use timed transmissions
(see [108]) in UNET-II modem which allows us to schedule transmissions ahead
of time and ensure the desired accuracy in transmission times.
UnetStack provides notification messages on successful transmissions and
receptions.

These can be used as event triggers to configure the modem

correctly at appropriate times. Specifically, the notification messages received
by the SuperTDMA agent at the start of the transmission, end of the successful
transmission and start of the packet reception are utilized. A packet transmission
is scheduled ahead of time at the start of the preceding packet transmission when
the corresponding notification is received (see Fig. 6.6). Note that waiting until
the end of the transmission reduces the time slot utilization and hence a feature
allowing transmissions to be scheduled at the start of the packet transmission is
useful. Similarly, when the modem is expected to receive a packet in the next
time slot, the receiver is enabled at the notification message received at the end
of the preceding packet transmission. In Fig. 6.6, we show this in the first time
slot of the second frame, where node 21 transmits a packet to node 22 in the
first time slot. At the notification received indicating the start of the packet
transmission, the next transmission is scheduled, which for node 21 is 3 slots
ahead in time. Moreover, at the end of the packet transmission, the receiver
is enabled since a reception is scheduled in the upcoming slot. Note that for
this particular case, the second time slot expects two interfering packets and
since the receiver is enabled, the intended overlap of the interfering packets is
expected. A packet drop notification message is received, as expected when the
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two packets overlap. Note that, it is necessary to disable the receiver during
the transmitting slot since the schedules are designed such that the interfering
packets overlap with the transmitting slots. In case, the receiver is not disabled,
it is possible that modem starts receiving the unintended interference message
before it starts to transmit.
6.4.3 Experimental results
The schedule for a linear network along with the time slot length of 514 ms and
the packet duration of 368 ms was used in the experiment. UnetStack allows
logging of the notifications (carrying transmission and reception times) sent by
the appropriate agents in the event of transmissions and receptions. These times
are used to plot the transmission and reception events to visualize the schedule
in Fig. 6.7. The zoomed-in events are also plotted to compare the result with
the expected schedule plotted in Fig. 6.6. The packets cross in water and are
received successfully at the intended nodes while the interference is aligned with
the transmitting slots and the nodes are correctly configured to transmit in those
slots. Note the time slot 2 at node 21, is expected to be an IDLE slot and receives
two interfering packets at the same time. It is expected to receive packet drop
notification message at this time slot. We mark this in Fig. 6.7, the packet drop
notification is indeed received in this time slot. For the demonstrated schedule,
the throughput is computed as Sρ =

4
3

×

368
514

= 0.95. Super-TDMA requires

frequent switching of transmission and reception modes in the modem.
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6.5 Summary
The switching times in modem between transmission and reception modes play
a critical role in selecting the optimal time slot lengths. The optimal setting
of time slot length minimize the guard times for a schedule and eventually
maximize the slot utilization efficiency.

It is shown that if not taken into

consideration, it can severely degrade the performance of Super-TDMA. The
optimization problem is presented with and without modem constraints and its
impact on the schedule is shown by visualizing the schedule in both the cases.
Lastly, we also presented two implementation related problems on modem – time
synchronization among nodes in the network and the need for accurate timed
transmissions. The implementation is verified on underwater acoustic modems
deployed in the Singapore waters for timed transmissions, accurate receptions
and time synchronization. The schedule exploiting the large propagation delays,
which is computed for the network geometry deployed is used to showcase the
impact on the throughput if the design and implementation insights presented
can be utilized in such experiments.

Moreover, if the underwater acoustic

modems are equipped with hardware and software capabilities to achieve better
switching times allowing lesser guard periods, the concept of Super-TDMA can
prove to be very useful for consideration in future MAC protocols exploiting
large propagation delays in UWA networks. This work helps in reducing the gap
between theoretical and practical aspects of the protocol presented and brings
it one step closer to reality.
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7.1 Discussion & Conclusions
The non-negligible propagation delays in UWA networks due to the slower speed
of sound in water has remained a challenge for designing efficient MAC protocols.
Recent research efforts exploiting or utilizing the propagation delay information
in UWA networks showed that significant gains in throughput can be achieved,
compared to those from terrestrial wireless networks. Although the throughput
upper bound for an N node network is established, the arbitrary networks
deployed often cannot achieve this upper bound. We presented in this thesis,
strategies to improve the network throughput in arbitrary networks by better
utilization of propagation delay information leading to a network throughput
much closer to the upper bound

N
2.

The first strategy to improve throughput in arbitrary network geometries
adopted time-slotted schedules.

By controlling the transmission power we

limited the interference range, thereby increasing the network throughput
significantly.

This allows more transmission opportunities in the network

resulting in throughput that is closer to the upper bound

N
2

when compared

with the throughput of that without power control. We also showed instances of
random network geometries which are able to achieve the throughput upper
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bound by means of power control, which is not possible otherwise.

These

examples presented demonstrate that the transmission power control along with
the exploitation of large propagation delays can result in schedules which yield
higher throughput.
The second strategy considered the problem of computing unslotted schedules
with variable packet lengths.

These schedules do not explicitly require the

nodes to transmit in particular time slots. Moreover, the set of links to be
scheduled along with the packet traffic demands are input to the algorithm,
allowing the user-specified links to be scheduled.

An optimization problem

with the goal of finding throughput-maximizing schedules is presented. The
fractional idle time in a frame is minimized.

In contrast to the approach

where the minimum length schedules are computed by minimizing the frame
length, we considered the fractional idle time to allow variability in the packet
transmission duration. We visualized the computed schedules and presented
the comparison between time-slotted, fixed packet duration solution and the
proposed MILFP solution with no time-slotting and variable packet duration.
The variability in packet duration was crucial in achieving the throughput gain,
resulting in throughput closer to the upper bound

N
2.

The proposed algorithm

outperformed the existing state-of-the-art methods to find schedules exploiting
the large propagation delays.
The centralized algorithm proposed resulting in unslotted schedules with
variable packet lengths is scalable to much larger practical multi-hop multi-line
grid networks. However, for such networks link fairness is a crucial requirement.
We therefore proposed a strategy which result in unslotted schedules with
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equal packet duration for satisfying link fairness requirement. We modified the
objective function to let the packet duration remain equal while maximizing the
throughput. We demonstrated that the unslotted schedules computed by solving
the proposed MILFP always provide schedules which perform better than the
time-slotted ρ-Schedules. The inefficiencies caused due to approximations in
the non-integer propagation delays and the resulting guard times, are mitigated
by using unslotted schedules. Moreover, the uncertainties in the propagation
delays are considered in the model and a robust MILFP is formulated. We
verified the robust schedules in the simulator and demonstrated the robustness
to variations in the propagation delay. As a benchmark for comparison, we
considered the non-robust schedule computed with reduced packet duration to
allow collision-free transmissions in the worst case scenarios. We show that when
the nature of uncertainties in the propagation delay of links is more complex,
the gain in throughput due to the robust schedules is higher.
The proposed throughput-maximizing strategies perform better due to the
concurrent transmission of multiple packets leading to the packets ”crossing in
flight” and the maximum overlap of interfering packets with the transmission
duration. The practical challenges in demonstrating these key concepts through
experiments at sea are studied. First, we model the practical constraints in the
underwater acoustic modem and compute schedules which are implementable.
Next we implement these schedules on a particular underwater acoustic modem
to test at sea. The switching times in the modem between transmission and
reception modes play a critical role in selecting the optimal time slot lengths.
The optimization problem is presented with and without modem constraints
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Figure 7.1: Effect of spreading delay on Super-TDMA schedules.

and its impact on the schedule is shown by visualizing the schedule in both the
cases. The schedule computed for a 3 node network deployed at sea is used to
demonstrate the key concepts. The insights gained from the study of practical
challenges can be utilized in design and implementation of such MAC protocols.
This work helps to reduce the gap between theoretical and practical aspects of
the protocol presented and brings it one step closer to reality.
Note that in this research we have considered TDMA based protocols and a
question may arise on how does the proposed Super-TDMA based strategies
perform under heavy multipath where the spreading delay may be large.
Therefore, we include a brief discussion on the effects of spreading delay on
Super-TDMA schedules.
Effect of spreading delay on Super-TDMA schedules
Under heavy multipath, the delay spread of the channel may be large and this
might effect the Super-TDMA schedules proposed in this work. For the sake
of discussion, assume delay spread of the channel to be δ as shown in Fig. 7.1.
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Transmission of packet as per the transmission schedule at time tjk from node j
to node k will cause the packet to be fully received at the receiver at time t+τjk +
Djk +δ instead of t+τjk +Djk , where Djk is the propagation delay between node j
and node k and τjk is the transmission/packet duration. This will cause any other
packet which is received after t+τjk +Djk but before t+τjk +Djk +δ to experience
interference due to multipath and might get lost (see Fig. 7.1). However, the
propagation delay constraints ((4.1) & (4.2)) can be easily modified to include
the known maximum delay spread. This will cause the transmission schedule to
cater for enough guard times between the two consecutive receptions. However
an important question is whether in practice, the packet lengths employed are
comparable to the delay spread of the channel and whether or not the guard
times already computed due to the network geometry and modem constraints
are enough to deal with the delay spread of the channel ? These questions are
answered in the following two points:
1. The delay spread due to the multipath in the channel must be smaller than
the guard times between successive packet receptions. The data collected
during the various experiments in Singapore waters show that the delay
spread in the channel is approximately 10 ms [100]. In practical schedules
implemented on the modem with the preamble, the packet duration tend
to be much longer of the order few hundreds of milliseconds.
2. The modem constraints included in Chapter 6 resulted in implementable
schedules with guard times which were larger than 10 ms for the UNET-II
modem. Therefore, in practice, these guard times are already enough to
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handle the effect of spreading delay. However, in theory, the delay spread
can be included in the problem formulation easily as described earlier.
Limitation
Throughout this work, we have assumed that perfect communication exists
between the nodes in the network and the central controller. Since, we have
proposed a centralized algorithm, this assumption does not effect the importance
of the results presented in this thesis. In the experiments carried out at sea,
the schedules were transmitted from the central controller acoustically to other
nodes underwater as part of the network initialization.

After the network

initialization, the nodes starts transmitting as per the schedule computed.
However, joint topology discovery, network initialization, time synchronization
along with optimum transmission schedules merits further investigation.

7.2 Future Research
Mobility
Limited mobility: The proposed strategies in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 considered
static nodes with the assumption of knowing the propagation delays with
absolute certainty.

However, to consider limited mobility of the nodes due

to ocean waves/currents or change in sound speed or uncertainty in the
measurement of propagation delays, we considered robust unslotted schedules
in Chapter 5. We have shown in Chapter 5 that we can indeed find schedules
which are robust to the changes in the values of propagation delays if they are
known to lie in a certain range.
Group mobility model: Another interesting set up is when the nodes in the
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network are mobile but move following a group mobility model (i.e., low relative
speed). For such a set up, the maximum relative differences in the changes of
propagation delay values can be accurately characterized. Since the maximum
and minimum change in the propagation delay values are known, we can use
the robust scheduling algorithm proposed in Chapter 5 to compute an optimal
schedule that will be robust to the changes due to mobile nodes.
Mobile network: Although, Chapter 5 deals with limited mobility, it is not an
approach to be followed if the setup is not that of a static network but rather
is of a mobile network. In case of mobile network where the nodes can be
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), a distributed solution seems to be a
good approach and is subject of future work.
Unknown traffic demands
The centralized algorithm proposed in Chapter 4 has three inputs (i) links
to be scheduled, (ii) the packet traffic demand for each link and (iii) the
propagation delay information.

Given these inputs, the algorithm finds an

optimal throughput-maximizing schedule. In case of unknown traffic demand,
the solution to the proposed algorithm will be sub-optimal. To design a policy
based on unknown traffic demands might need a distributed approach to the
problem with dynamic updates to the schedule.
To handle unknown traffic demands, the queue length of implemented queue
at each node for arrival packets must be taken into consideration. Apart from
minimizing the idle time which maximizes the throughput, an additional cost
must be added to nodes with greater queue lengths while updating the schedule
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every frame based on the traffic demand. The latency and stability of the
network are more important parameters to consider in the case the traffic is
not deterministic. This will result in a schedule that exploits large propagation
delays and at the same time satisfies the unknown traffic demand.
The extension of the work presented here to random access networks is
interesting. In ad-hoc networks, where nodes are added and deleted randomly,
efficient topology discovery mechanisms, along with optimized contention-based
MAC protocols leveraging on propagation delay information, is a subject that
merits further investigation.
Unknown network topology
The results presented in this thesis have shown that knowing the network
topology can lead to MAC protocols with better performance. Therefore, in
the absence of network topological information, an efficient mechanism that can
be used to discover the network topology can be useful and is a pertinent subject
for further research.
Practicality
For static UWA networks with known propagation delays, we have demonstrated
in this thesis that the techniques proposed are implementable and that they work
in reality. It would be useful to integrate such methods into the existing protocol
stacks available for UWA networks so as to provide more opportunities for the
simulation and testing of such MAC protocols.
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